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ABS TRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine the
effectiveness of an active,

cognitive learning strategy and

movement sequence feedback on learning the tennis forehand.
Three experiments were conducted which involved
mani pul ati on s of cognitive learning strategies and/or
augmented,

movement sequence feedback

Experiment

1 four groups of subjects

(AO)

strategy,

(AMSF).

[Advance Organi zer

Pe rformer Self-Cueing

two Control groups

In

(PSC)

strategy,

and

(differentiated by b a c k g r o u n d ) ]

p er for me d 50 trials on 5 separate days in a pretest,
posttest design,

separated by 3 ac quisition days.

Subjects

who us ed either strategy h ad significantly b et ter outcome
scores than the two Control groups.

The PSC group's

movement sequence and outcome scores signific an tly exc e ed ed
the other groups.

It could be argued,

however,

that

pr ov id in g learners with AMSF would serve the same purpo se
as PSC.

In Experiment 2 a Feedback

strategy groups

(FB)

group,

two PSC

(one with and one without A M S F ) , and one

Control group pe rf o rm ed 50 trials per day for 8 days in a
pretest,

posttest,

and retention test design,

days for acquisition.
the findings

allotting 5

The results supported and exp and ed

from Experiment

1, wherein subjects usi ng PSC

with or without the addition of AMSF achieved signifi can tl y
greater movement sequence and outcome scores than the other
groups.

Additionally,

the Feedback group's movement

sequence scores significantly surpassed the Control group.
In Experiment
groups

3 a Fee dback

(FB)

group and two PSC strategy

(as in Experiment 2) met for 7 days du ring their

regula rly scheduled class period,

and were randomly

as si gn ed to one of 3 groups during each pe r i o d in a pretest
pos ttest design with 5 days of acquisition.

The pos it i ve

influence of PSC was again evident in this experiment,
alt hough not as conclusively as in Ex periments 1 & 2.
movement

The

sequence scores of the subjects using the PSC

strategy significantly exceeded those of the Feedback
group,

but there were no significant differences c on cer nin g

outcome scores.

The findings indicated that PSC can have a

pos itive impact on learning the tennis forehand across
various settings.

ix

INTRODUCTION
Re searchers

in pe dagogy and motor learning have

studied the effects of feedback on learning motor skills
for years
1986;

(Adams,

Newell,

Siedentop,

1976;

1983;

Singer & Dick,

1971; Bilodeau & Bilodeau,
Salmoni,

Graham,

1980).

Schmidt,

& Walter,

1987; Pieron,

Schmidt

(1988)

1961;

1982;

DeKnop,

1984;

Singer,

1976;

defines fe edback as

response p r od u ce d information available as a result of
movement,

and is regard ed as a source of motivation,

guidance,

and/or reinforcement

(Armstrong,

1970) .

sequence feedback

in the learning proce ss

Furthermore,

augmented movement

(AMSF), feedback pr ovi ded by an

instructor concerning the appropriate movements,
used by the learner to:
future efforts

(a) evaluate past attempts and pla n

(Wallace & Hagler,

1979),

cognitive rep re sentation of the movement
1986;

Carroll

& Bandura,

may be

1987),

and

(b) develop a
sequences

(Adams,

(c) estab lis h

relatio ns hip s between the movement sequences and task
demands

(Gentile,

However,

1972).

the necessity of teacher feedback in all

moto r skill learning situations has recently been
q u e st io ne d because of equivocal results from various
studies

(Adams & Dijkstra,

Soares & Harrington,
1991;

1966; Eghan,

1983; Newell,

Wri s be rg & Schmidt,

1975;

1976;

Yerg,

1988;

Graham,

Silverman,

1980).

et al.,

For instance,

the student's role in the learning process must also be

2
co n si de re d
1989;

(Singer,

Weinstein,

observat io nal
learning.

1978/

Singer,

1978; Wong,

De Fra nc esc o & Randall,

1985).

One theory is that

learning can be a strong influence on

This theory contends that students form an

internal reference of correctness or a strong cognit ive
re p re se nta ti on of task relevant information
sequence information and task demands)
model

(Carroll & Bandura,

1987) .

(i.e. mo vem ent

thro ugh obs er vi ng a

Observat io nal

le arning

t h eo ry has been te ste d in laboratory settings and the
findings indicate that learning can occur without au gme nt ed
feedback

(Adams,

Bandura,

1987;

Bird,

Doody,

Newell,

1986; Adams & Dijkstra,

Gould & Roberts,

& Zoeller,

1985;

1982;

Carroll

Landers,

1975;

Scully & Newell,

1985;

1976; Wr is b er g & Schmidt,

Similarly,

1966;

&

Ross,

1975) .

some pe dagogical techniques d e s ig ne d to

tea ch cognitive learning strategies seek to p ro du ce an
"interior d i a l o g u e , " wherein,

learners self-test or self-

instruct themselves while learning a new task
Drowns,

Kulik,

Meichenbaum,
Wong,

1985) .

Kulik & Morgan,

1985;

Singer,

1991;

1978,

In other words,

(Bangert-

D a n s e r e a u , 1985;

Singer & Gerson,

1981;

learners may employ

tech ni que s with which they can learn to moderat e
information p ro ce ss ing without augme nte d feedback.
Cognit iv e learning strategies are tec hniques which
enha nc e performers'

abilities to moderate their p ro c e s s i n g

of relevant task information

(Anshel & Singer,

1980;

Craik

& Tulving,
Singer,

1975;

1978;

Dansereau,

1985; Gagne & Briggs,

Singer et a l ., 1991; Weinstein,

Weins te in & Underwood,

1985)).

1974;

1978;

A review of the cognitive

learning strategy literature within classroom,

laboratory,

and sports settings has re vealed the existence of various
p e rf or ma nce strategies
DeFrancesco,
Weinberg,

& Randall,

1982).

(e.g. Derry & Murphy,
1989;

Singer,

et al.,

Singer,

1991;

Many of these strategies are b a s e d upon

the recommendations of Whiti ng
(1972),

1986;

and Singer

(1978).

(1969,

1972,

For instance,

1975),

Gentile

it has been

sugges te d that the successful learning and pe rf or ma nce of
motor skills depends upon the performer's selective
attention toward relevant task information

(Whiting,

1975),

or in m od era tin g their selection of movement responses
ba s e d upon task demands
(1989)

(Gentile,

1972).

Singer,

et al.

p r op o se d that a learning strategy should emphasize

the use of cognitive processes to enhance the learning of
motor skills,

pa rti cul ar ly regarding the role of attention

and its influence on all stages of information processing.
Teaching students to generate and employ cognitive
learning strategies,
instruction,

has enh anced achievement in classroom settings

(Andre & Anderson,
Carver,

part icu la rly those involving self-

1978-1979;

Bangert-Drowns et a l ., 1991;

1963; Dreher & Gambrell,

1976; Hunkins,

197 6; Marksberry,

Goodman,

Tinsley,

1971;

1982; Helfeldt & Lalik,
197 9; Me i ch en ba um &

1973; Wong,

1985).

4

Self -instructions often take the form of verbal statements
to oneself that prompt,

direct,

and mai ntain information

p r oc es sin g thro ugh an interior dialogue
a l ., 1991; Wong,

1985).

(Bangert-Drowns et

Self-instructional reading

strategies may include summarizing and self-questioning.
For example,

students may be taught to generate questions

to focus on important words and concepts in their reading,
which can serve the goal of effectively en cod in g that
information into me mory

(Wong,

1985).

The implications

from a review of the classroom research findings suggests
that actively involving the student in the learning process
thro ugh se lf- instruction can enhance:

(a) selective

attention toward relevant information,

(b) enc oding of

relevant information for effective retrieval,
upon their existing knowledge

(Cook & Mayer,

and

(c) b u i l d

1983; Wong,

1985).
In motor skill practice situations the learning
process has also been found to be further enh an ced by
students'
Singer,
Randall,
Singer,

use of cognitive learning strategies

1980;
1989;
et al.

Singer & Gerson,
Singer,
(1989)

et al.,

1981;

Singer,

(Anshel &

DeFranc esc o &

1991; Weinberg,

1982).

determined the effectiveness of a

five-step learning strategy which included readying,
imagery,

attentional

procedures,
information.

focusing,

execution,

and evaluation

to enhance the students pr oc es sin g of relevant
The results indicated that students who used

this strategy out performed control groups on three skills:
a laboratory task,

a table tennis task,

and a dart th ro wi ng

task.
Therefore,
instructional

it appears that the use of self-

learning strategies are as important in sport

settings as they are in the classroom.
teacher

Simply beca use the

is provid ing critical task information

thro ug h augmented,

movement sequence feedback]

[e.g.
does not

imply that the student is also attending to and learning
relevant task information
Singer,

1978;

Singer,

(Lee,

Landin & Carter,

et a l ., 1989,

We in ste in & Underwood,

1985) .

1992;

1991; Weinstein,

1978;

If instructors take into

account only their role in the learning process and the
physical aspects of learning,

the students'

cognitive

abilities are not used to their full advantage
1978).

Furthermore,

(Singer,

students may practic e without mu c h

thought co ncerning the verbal,

cognitive aspects of the

motor task.
One sel f- instruction technique,

the advance organizer,

has been examine d within the pe dagogy domain for man y years
(Ausubel,

1960,

1969;

Brun in g & Glover,
Wanska,

1977).

Brans for d et a l ., 1982;

1988; Hartley & Davies,

1976;

Lawton &

Similar to transfer of learning models

(Adams & Collins,

1979; Anderson,

Bransford,

Franks,

Lee,

Kolers & Roediger,

1988;

Corkill,

Spiro & Anderson,

Morris & Stein,
1984;

1979; Del Rey,

1977;

1989;

Schmidt & Young,

1987),

advance organizers provide a conceptual framework
consisting of specific information from similar tasks,
requir ing similar cognitive demands to students
of instruction on a new task.

Consequently,

and

in advance

learners use

advance organizers as a framework in ac tivating pres ent
knowledge and skill for use in identifying and re co gn iz in g
incoming,

relevant task information.

A dv anc e or ganizers

also help the student by expanding their conscious effort,
ther eby enhanc in g their ability to encode and recall
relevant

information

Thomson,

1973) .

(Cook & Mayer,

For example,

1983;

Tulv ing &

advance organizer strategies

can encourage learners to examine and rehearse specific
similarities betwe en the relevant information of two tasks
(Corkill,

Bruning & Glover,

1988),

a random search t h ro ugh memory.

rather than e n g a g i n g in

Furthermore,

organizers may enhance the students'

advance

choice of mo vem ent

responses by bui ld ing upon previous skills.

A student

in a

b e g in ni ng tennis class may already possess the skills
necess ary for hitting a racquetball forehand.
use of an advance organizer,

Throu gh the

the student is e n c o ur ag ed to

focus on the similarities and differences be tw een tennis
and racquetball forehand skills,
de velopment

thereby aiding the

of new movement sequences.

A se cond type of cognitive,

or self-instructional,

learning strategy which increases learner involvement
under the head ing of attentional focusing.

falls

Several moto r

7
learning and ped agogy related studies reveal a v ar ie ty of
attentional

focusing strategies which facilitate learning

or p er for man ce
Cutton,

1989;

(Beitel,
Gould,

Cutton & Macdonald,
Richards,
1981;

1987;

Bou tcher & Crews,

We inb erg & Jackson,
1990;

Singer,

Tynes & McFatter,

Barnes,

1983/

Landin,

At ten tio na l

Landin,

Cutton & Macdonald,

et a l ., 1991;

1991;

Singer & Gerson,

1987; Weinberg,

1980; Wilkes & Summers,

1980;

1987;

1984;

Gould,

Ziegler,

Jackson &
1987) .

focusing has been defi ned by some resear che rs

as a cognitive learning strategy des ign ed to en cou rag e the
student to focus their attention toward relevant task
information,
in formation
1975).

and facilitate the p r o ce ss in g of that
(Kahneman,

1973;

Singer,

et a l ., 1991;

Whiting,

An attentional focusing strategy ba s e d upon the

student focusing on relevant task information,

has been

shown to enhance learning and pe rf orm anc e in the absence of
a u g me nt ed feedback
Richards,

(Beitel,

1983; Bou tcher & Crews,

1985; Wei nb e rg et a l ., 1980).

Beitel

ex ami ne d the effectiveness of a self-directed,

1987;

(1983)
attenti ona l

focusi ng strategy on the learning of a soccer ball
m an ip ul at io n task by having pe rformers focus their
atten tio n on the following cues during execution:
outcome of the shot,

(b) body positioning,

focus on outcome and body positioning,
group which pe rf or me d without a focus.

and

(a) the

(c) co mbi ne d
(d) a control

All groups were

also crossed with the presen ce or absence vi ew in g v ide ota pe

recordings.

At t en tio nal

focusing

(a,b,

and c overall)

was

found to be

the more influential on learning

than videotape

viewing,

mea s ur ed by enhanced p erf or man ce

and

of p er fo rm anc e

interactive

as

consist en cy

mo vement with the ball,

(goal attainment,

and time

of p e r f o r m a n c e ) . The

co mb ine d condition was found to be the best,
suppo rt ed the theory of Gentile

(1972)

which

co ncerning the use

of body po s it io ni ng and outcome feedback to enhance
learning.
The importance of selectively focusing attention on
relevant information or cues is mag n if ie d when pe rf or mi ng
an open skill in natural
et al.,

1991;

Spaeth,

settings

(Nideffer,

1973; Whiting,

1969,

1981;

1975).

Singer
This is

due to unpr ed ict abl e environmental conditions and the
limited amount of time in which to analyze the available
information.

Since ma ny sports involve open skills it has

been sugge ste d that pe rformers learn to organize their
movements according to the relevant information or cues
(Gentile,

1972; M a g i l l , 1980; Whiting,

1969,

1975).

This

requires the ability to organize the many possib le
moveme nt s

into specific sequences or patterns.

the natural

setting or activity class are typic all y taught

many open skills,
movement
size.

Students in

wherein a limited amount of augmented,

sequence feedback is available because of class

Recent

research suggests that attentional focusing

strategies may be useful

in facilitating the learning of

open skills by focusing attention on relevant task
information for improving perfor man ce in settings lacking
augmented,
Landin,

movement

sequence feedback

Cutton & Macdonald,

Macdonald,

1991;

Ziegler

Ziegler,

(1987)

1990;

(Cutton,

Landin,

198 9;

Cutton &

1987) .

exa mi ne d the effectiveness of a

stimulus se lf-cueing strategy on the learning of tennis
groundstrokes in a mu lt ip le ba sel ine design.

The strategy

consisted of students ver bally cueing themselves on the
relevant task stimuli without be i ng pr ov id ed with
augmented,

movement sequence feedback.

in which bas eline data were collected,
by an instructor to either

Durin g the sessions
subjects were told

"concentrate" or "watch the

ball" while executing forehand and ba ckh an d groundstrokes.
Du ri ng intervention,

the subjects were told to focus their

attention on specific task stimuli and verbalize cues
per t ai ni ng to stimuli critical to groundstroke performance.
Each cue corre sp ond ed to the stimuli of one phas e of the
stroke:

(a) ball tracking,

"ball,"

(b) ball pathway,

"bounce,"

(c) ball contact,

"hit," and

(d) preparation,

"ready."

The results re vea le d ma rk ed increases in the

subjects per fo rmances during intervention.

Ziegler

concluded that self-cuei ng strategies may help begin ner s to
learn open skills by foc using their attention upon the
relevant

information available in a typical open skill

environment.
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The effectiveness of a cueing strategy similar to
Ziegler

(1987),

but ba se d upon augmented,

movement

feedback was examined in a pilot study by Cutton

sequence

(1989),

using the forehand volley in tennis as the task.

Subjects

were not pro v id ed with augmented,

movement sequence

feedback du ring this experiment.

The baseli ne phase

c on sis te d of the students pra cti ci ng the task while they
were ins tructed to either "concentrate" or "watch the
ball."

Durin g the intervention phase all eight subjects

ve rb al iz ed the following cues

(performer self-cueing,

PSC)

which corres po nde d to relevant task components of the
volley:

(a) preparation,

"ball,"

(c) turn and step,

"punch," and

"ready,

" (b) ball pathway,

"turn,"

(d) ball contact,

(e) eyes on contact point,

"head down."

The

results indicated that self-cueing mar ke dly enh an ced the
outcome scores of three subjects.
analyses re vealed that

Additionally,

vid eo ta p ed

four subjects showed m ark ed

improvements in movement sequence scores during the
intervention phase.
subjects,

Ba se d upon improvements across all

they appeared to use self-cueing to focus upon

relevant task information and develop the appropriate
movements.
The effectiveness
similar to Cutton
players by Landin,

of a performer self-cueing strategy

(1989)

was examined with varsity tennis

Cutton & Ma cd ona ld

(1991).

used the tennis return of serve as the task.

This study
The ba sel in e

phase

involved the players per forming the return of serve

drill regularly used during team practice.

Two cues were

ver b al iz ed during the intervention phase which c o r r e sp on de d
to the critical parts of the task.

The first cue "forward"

was de signed to prompt the players to turn their shoulders
p er pe nd ic ul ar to the net and move dia gonally forward be fo re
the ball arriv ed on their side of the net.

This cue was

v e r ba li ze d when the serve was struck by an assistant.

The

second cue "hit" was de signed to induce players to vi su a ll y
track the ball into the contact area and was v er b a l i z e d as
near to the moment of contact as possible.
techni qu e led to significant

The se lf -c u ei ng

improvements in players'

outcome and movement sequence scores.

Collectively,

the

results of these three studies using high and low ski lle d
playe rs suggested that the players were able to ef fe ct i ve ly
focus on the relevant

information and translate this

information into the appropriate movements.
The pre c ed in g review suggests that attentional.
focusing and advance organizers may po sitively influence
the learning process by verbally guiding the learners'
identi fic ati on of relevant task information
Wellman,
1981).

1977;

Singer,

et al.,

1989;

(Flavell &

Singer & Gerson,

Advance organizers direct the students'

to act ivate

as s oc ia ted information that they already possess p r i o r to
the pr ese n ta ti on of the new task
Bra n sf or d et al.,

1982;

Corkill,

(Ausubel,

1960,

1969;

Bruning & Glover,

1988;
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Singer,

1978) .

Attent ion al focusing

Cueing) , on the other hand,

(Performer Self-

moderates the students'

pr o c e s s i n g of relevant information by improving the

(a)

ef fe cti ve storage and retrieval of relevant task
information,

and

(b) translation of this informa ti on into

a pp rop ri ate movement responses.
To date,

while attentional

in some sport settings,
been

focusing has been e x a mi ne d

the study of advance or ganizers has

limited to classroom settings.

no report

Furthermore,

there is

in the literature which compares the

e f fe cti ve nes s of cognitive learning strategies to
augmented,

movement sequence feedback.

Therefore,

the

pu r pos e of the experiments in this study was twofold.
First,

Ex periment

1 was designed to compare the

eff ec ti ve ne ss of two cognitive learning strategies
at tentional

focusing technique,

(an

Performer Self-Cueing,

and

an advance o r g a n i z e r ) , on learning the tennis fo re han d in
the absence of augmented,
Secondly,

movement sequence feedback.

Experiments 2 & 3 compared the eff ect iv ene ss of

Perf o rm er Self-Cueing and augmented,

movement sequence

feedback on learning the tennis forehand in:
con t ro ll ed field setting,
class.

and

(a)

a

(b) a uni versity act ivity

EX PERIMENT 1
M et hod
Subjects
The fourty-four

(N=44)

subjects used in this study

were students en ro l le d in activity classes at a large
uni v er si ty

(Mean age = 21).

Two criteria were use d in the

selection of subjects in addition to informed consent.
First,

only subjects with little or no tennis p la y i n g

expe ri enc e were eligible.

Second,

subjects n e e d e d to be

familiar with the critical aspects of striking an object
with an implement
racquetball,

(i.e. were pr ev iou sl y taught baseball,

or b a d m i n t o n ) , to provide an in fo rma ti on base

for the advance organizer strategy.
Equipment

& Task

The subjects in this experiment met five times on a
regu la tio n tennis court

(see Figure 1).

Subjects us e d the

racquet of their choice

(head size of 58 1-7 10 cm s q u a r e d ) .

Tennis balls were fed by an instructor from the opp os i ng
int ersection of the service line and center line.

A

bri g ht ly colo red cord was stretched above the net at a
height of 2.14m.
An 8mm Kyocera camcorder was used to prod uce
vide otapes

for subsequent movement sequence analyses,

obtain a record of the subjects'
respective group conditions.
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adherence to the

and

The task was the tennis forehand g r o u n d s t r o k e .
Subjects attempted to hit 50 tennis forehands deep into the
op posing backcourt,
on each of five,

and under a 2.14m high r es tr ain in g cord

daily sessions.

Test ing and outcome

scoring followed the procedures of the Hewitt
A ch ie vem ent Test.

(1966)

Tennis

The subjects p os i t i o n e d themselves

dir ectly b ehi nd the center mark of the bas el ine

(Figure 1) .

The instructor was stationed with a basket of balls on the
other side of the net at the in ter section of the center
line and the service line.

The instructor fed balls to the

student using the forehand groundstroke.

The subjects

att e mp te d to hit each ball under the cord to max i mi ze the
scores.

Balls not clearing the net or not landing in the

scoring area were given a score of "0."

Balls that were

hit over the restraining line and lande d in a scoring zone
re cei ved one-half the regular value.

Trials whic h landed

on a line separating scoring zones were given the higher
score

(Figure 1).

Each subject was to ld their outcome

score following each trial,
of 5

( fi ve ).

with a ma x i m u m score per trial

The test outcome scores were d e t er mi ne d by

the total score accumula ted during the require d 50 trials
(maximum 250).

The validi ty coefficient

(Rho)

for the forehand groundstroke outcome test is
r eli abi li ty value,

test-retest m eth od is

.75

ca l cu lat ed
.67.

The

(Hewitt,

15

1.37 m

In s tru c to r

•2.14 m
Line

Cam era
Subject

Figure

1. Outcome Score Layout,

Ac co rd in g to Hewitt

(1966).
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Procedure
A re peated measures,
was used,

4

(Group)

x 5

(Sessions)

design

and subjects were randomly assigned to one of

four conditions

(n=ll):

Adv anc e Organizer
[ (CS), i.e.

Performer Self-Cueing

(AO), Control with sports b ac k g r o u n d

racquetball,

badminton,

Control without sports ba ck gr oun d
the court individually,

or baseball],

(C).

and

Subjects a rr ive d at

and were given instruction

accord in g to their group assignment.
daily session,

(PSC),

During the first

and pri or to the pretest,

all subjects were

given instructions concerning how to perfo rm the skill
test.

All subjects were subsequently given a 50 trial

pretest.

Subjects were not pro vided with augmented,

mov ement sequence feedback during the pretest.

Sessions

two thro ugh four were the acquisition phase and also
c on sis te d of 50 trials per session.
ap propriate to the subjects'

Instruction

group assignment was provided.

Session five involved the posttest,

and it was identical to

the pretest.
Instruction was p ro vi de d during the acquisition phase
by a unive rsi ty tennis instructor who ut ilized scripts to
ensure the accuracy of the treatments across groups
(Appendices A - H . ) .

Information,

regarding the critical

components of the tennis forehand formed the basic
instructions
criteria),

for each group

(see movement

sequence

and were repeated at the start of each day.

The
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p ri mar y difference in the treatment groups was the strategy
the subjects were to use after instruction.

Advance Organizer (AO) Group.

Subjects in the AO

group were initially pr ovided with an advance organizer
r e fl ec tin g the critical features of hitt ing a baseball,
racquetball,

or shuttlecock

(depending upon their

p a r ti cu la r sport b a c k g r o u n d ) .
racquetball
Lumpkin,

(Chafin & Turner,

& Schroer,

1988)

Baseball
1988),

(Nichols,

1989),

and bad m in to n

advance organizers

(see

Ap pe nd ic es A, B,

& C ) , were developed according to

A u su be l' s

1969)

(1960,

guidelines.

(Isaacs,

For example,

subjects

in this group with a baseball ba ck gr oun d were p r e s e n t e d
with a "baseball hitting" Advance Organizer as part of
their instruction:
preparation,

grip,

bat

and hip and shoulder turn pe rpe nd i cu la r to the

p it che r' s mound,
foot,

(a) ready position,

(b) weight transfer from rear to front

(c) eye contact with the ball,

keeping eyes on the

a ppr opr ia te contact area momentarily after contact with the
ball,

and

(d)

follow-through,

swing finishes he ad high or

h igh er on the non-dominant arm side of the body
1989).

The instructor also de mon strated the five critical

components

in succession.

the Ad va nc e Organizer,
the critical
given

(Nichols,

Following the pr e se nt at io n of

an explanation and dem ons tr ati on of

components in hitting a tennis fo rehand were

(Appendix D ) .

Additionally,

subjects were instr uc ted

to pa ra ph ra se the components of the part ic ula r advance
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organizer as applied to the tennis

forehand at the

b e g in ni ng of each day and prior to every five trial s during
acquisit io n

(Appendix E ) .

For instance,

the subjects said,

"In bot h sports my

weight must be tr an sf er r ed forward," or "In b o t h tennis and
racquetball

I must keep my eyes on the area where the

racquet meets the ball mo men tar il y after contact.
Therefore,

the instructor only m e n ti on ed the five aspects

of the relevant b a c k gr ou nd sport,
paraphrased,

whereas,

the subjects

on their own the similarities be tw ee n the two

p a r ti cu la r tasks.

Performer Self-Cueing (PSC) Group.

This group's

instructions were ba s e d upon how to use the se lf -cu ei ng
strategy,

which consi ste d of five mov ement sequence cues

that were ve rb al iz ed durin g the performances.

The subjects

in this group were p r o vi de d with the same task related
information as the other groups during acquisition.
feature that d if fe re nt iat ed this group's

The

instruction from

the others was the p re sen ta tio n of a P er fo rme r S elf -C uei ng
(PSC)

strategy which they used during acquisition.

The

s elf -cu ei ng strategy was related to the p re vi ous ly
discussed,

critical components of the tennis

groundstroke.
subjects'

However,

all instruction cen te red around

im ple mentation of the cues.

di re ct ed to say,

forehand

upon execution,

Subjects were

cues for the following
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components of the tennis forehand.
Cu eing

(PSC)

The Perfo rme r Self-

strategy consisted of the following:

1. Read y position.

This cue encouraged subjects to

use the eastern forehand grip and to hol d the racquet
h e a d out front,

with their weight also forward.

Subjects were in structed to say the cue "ready" when
exe c ut in g this step.
2. Hip & shoulder turn.

This cue centered on the

importance of tu rn in g the hips and shoulders
p e r p e n di cu la r to the net,

and taking the racquet back

until it p o in te d to the back fence.
told to v erb al ize the cue "turn"

Subjects were

immediately upon

seeing the instructor strike the ball.
3. We ight transfer.

Subjects were ins tructed to step

forward at a 45 degree angle and transfer their weight
t o wa rd the net immediately after the hip and shoulder
turn.

Subjects said the cue "step" immediately after

saying "turn."
4. Contact area.

This element was related to the

importance of tracki ng the ball as far as pos s ib le
into the contact area.

The subjects were inst ruc te d

to keep their eyes on the contact area mo me nt ar i ly
after contact.

They cue for this element,

"hit," was

ver b al iz ed as close as pos sible to the moment of
contact
foot) .

(at waist height and in line with their front
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5.

Follow-through.

This cue per t ai ne d to the

neces si ty of a complete follow-through,

and inv olved

the racquet head finishing on the non- dom ina nt arm
side of the body at he ad height or higher.
were instructed to say the cue "finish"
contact with the ball,

Control

(CS) Group.

Subjects

shortly after

as they comple te d their swing.

The inclusion of the two control

groups in this experiment helped to determine the influence
of subjects'

different sport backgrounds

with or without ba ck gro un d in baseball,
racquetball)

(control groups
badminton,

or

on their learning of the tennis forehand.

This group included subjects which had pr io r e xp eri enc e
with the p re v iou sly m en tio ne d sports.

Subjects in this

group were inf ormed of the critical components of exe cu ti n g
a tennis fo rehand groundstroke ac cording to the tennis
script

(see App en dix D ) .

Analogous to the other groups,

subjects were not pr ov id ed with augmented,
sequence feedback
Although,

(augmented,

mo vement

movement sequence f e e d b a c k ) .

the subjects were pro v id ed with task instru cti on

similar to the treatment groups,

they were not enc ou ra ge d

to employ an active learning strategy

Control

(C) Group.

(see A p p en di x H ) .

The subjects in this group were

p ro vi de d with the same information as the CS group.
\

However,
baseball,

these subjects had no previous experience with
badminton,

or racquetball

(see Ap pe nd ix H ) .
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Dependent Measures.

Two assistants mo ni to rin g the

video camera also independently recorded the subjects'
outcome scores during each daily session
Interobserver agreement percentages,
scores observed for each trial,
following formula

(Kazdin,

(see T a s k ) .

base d upon outcome

were ca lculated thro ugh the

1982) :

agreements
Interobserver agreement %age= -------------------------- X 100
agreements + dis agreements
At four evenly spaced intervals,

interobserver agreement

perce nt age checks were found to be at or above 80%.
Video tape recordings of all trials were used by two
assistants to evaluate the subjects'

movement sequences.

The ma x i m u m composite movement sequence score per trial was
10

(ten),

which were ave raged to obtain a mean daily score.

Specifically,

the movement sequence criteria used in the

forehand analyses were:
Ready pos ition

Eye Contact

Hip and
Shoulder Turn

0= racquet head down, weight not
forward
1= racquet head facing forward,
weight not forward
2 - racquet head facing forward,
weight forward
0= eyes not tr acking the ball into
contact area, ball m iss ed
1= eyes tracking ball into contact
area, but averted upon contact
(head lifts)
2= eyes focus on contact area
momen tarily after contact
0= both hips and shoulders stay
parallel to the net
1= both turn 45 degrees to the net
2= both turn pe rp end ic ula r to the
net
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Weight Transfer

0= no weight shift
1- weight evenly d ist rib ut ed
b etween both feet or pa rallel to
net
2= weight shift forward

F o ll ow -T hr ou gh

0= racquet head stops immediately
upon contact
1= follow through forward, be lo w
shoulder level
2= follow throu gh high, hea d
height or higher

The movement

sequence evaluations were made from the

videotapes by two t ra ine d assistants who achiev ed an
in terobserver reliab ili ty agreement p er ce nt age of at least
eighty percent prio r to the start of data collection.

Four

in terobserver agreement checks to ensure accuracy of the
scores,

evenly spaced across the trials,

were conduc te d

during the data collection phase of this study.

On each

occasion the re liability agreement pe rc ent age was at or
above 80%.
Results
Outcome Scores
Outcome results for the four groups are pr e s e n t e d in
Figure 2.

A 4 (Group)

x 5 (Session)

AN O V A with repeate d

me asures on the last factor revealed a significant main
effect

for the Group factor F(3,40)

= 8.45,

p <

.001.

and a

significant Group x Session interaction effect F (12,160)
6.19,

p <

.001,

=

which revealed the differences between

groups with variance across sessions.
Session effect F(4,160)

= 30.98,

p <

A significant
.0001,

revealed the

improvement of the two experimental groups across sessions.
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Pai rwise comparisons

(p <

.05, using the Bonferroni

Inequality to detect only strong associations)
that the Perfor me r Self-Cueing
(AO)

(PSC)

rev ea led

and Ad v anc e Or ga ni z er

groups per fo rm e d significantly b ett er than the two

Control groups throughout the study.

Significant

differ en ces betwe en the PSC and AO groups were only found
on the post test.

There were no significant di ff ere nce s

found betwe en the two Control groups.
Mov e me nt

Sequence Scores

Movement

sequence results are p re s e n t e d in Figur e 3

for all four groups.

A 4 (Group)

x 5 (Sessions)

A N O V A with

rep ea ted measure s on the last factor indica ted a
significant Group main effect F(3,40)
37.79,

p <

.0001,

=

and a significant Group x Session

interaction effect F(12,160)

= 5.86,

p <

.0001,

whi ch

re vealed the differences betwe en groups across sessions.
significant Session effect F(4,160)
showed the improvement

Pairwise comparisons

Bon ferroni

Inequality)

(PSC)

(p <

.05,

using the

revealed that the Per f or me r Self-

group pe r f o r m e d significantly be tt er than the

other groups throughout the study,
Organi ze r

p < .0001.,

of the experimental groups across

sessions.

Cueing

= 54.80,

A

(AO)

and the Adva nce

group pe r f o r m e d better than the Control

without b a c kg r ou nd

(C) group on the post test.

the outcome performances,
the Control groups.

Simil ar to

no differences were found be tw een

P re te s t

P o s tte st

Acquisition

PSC

Scores

50 -

Outcome

60 -

40 -

AO

*

CS

30 -

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

S essions
Legend
PSC = Performer Self-Cueing
AO = Advance Organizer
CS = Control with Background
C = Control without Background

F i gur e 2. Outcome Scores Plotted Across Sessions
Ex pe rim ent 1.

in
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10
P re te s t

Acquisition

P o s tte st

9

PSC

8

cr

7

AO
CS

6

5

4
0
Legend

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sessions

PSC = Performer Self-Cueing
AO = Advance Organizer
CS = Control with Background
C = Control without Background

Figure 3. Movement sequence scores pl o t t e d across Sessions
in Experiment 1.
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Discussion
Four findings emerged from this experiment.
appeared both strategies
self-cueing)

First,

it

(advance organizers and per f or me r

enhance d the students'

ability to retrieve the

specific cues stored during acquisition

(e.g. usin g a self-

cueing s tr a t e g y ) , rather than a random search through
memory

(Tulving & Thomson,

Ad v anc e Organizer

(AO)

1973).

Consequently,

and Performer self-cueing

the
(PSC)

groups had significantly better outcome scores than the two
Control groups.
scores,

However,

the self-cueing group was significantly be tte r than

all other groups,

while the organizer group significantly

o u tpe rf orm ed only the
Perhaps,

with regard to movement sequence

(C) Control group on the posttest.

Performer Self-Cueing strategy h elp ed the subjects

to develop some interior dialogue,

or internal reference of

correctness to develop the appropriate movement patterns.
Secondly,
with Gentile's

advance organizers seemed to be consistent
(1972)

theory to help the learner get the

idea of the activity based upon pre vio us ly learned task
demands,

and how the demands relate to the new task.

Subjects in the Advance Organizer

(AO)

group ap peared to

tra nsfer some information learned from previous sports in
order to produce significantly improved outcome scores,
unlike the Control group which had previous sport
ba ck gro un ds

(CS).

Conversely,

the lack of a significant

di ff erence between the movement sequence scores of the CS
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and Advance Organ ize r

(AO) groups suggests that an

organizer is not more effective for learning the
appropriate movem ent s

in comparison to students with

previou s related sport experiences.
Third,
augmented,

none of the groups were p r ov id ed with
mo vement sequence feedback,

therefore,

the

active involvement of the student in the learning proce ss
was neces sar y for learning to occur.
Cueing,

however,

Perfor mer Self-

app ea red to be more effective than all

groups in mo d er at in g their identification of relevant
information,

and choice of movement responses,

b a s e d upon

their superior outcome and movement sequence p er for man ce s
throughout this experiment.
Fourth,

the Control groups findings he lpe d to

determine if the subjects'

sports ba ckgrounds should be

taken into consider ati on when assigning subjects to groups
in subsequent experiments.

However,

since the di ffe ren ce s

be t wee n Control groups were not significant,

it appears

that previ ous ly learned skills were not a significant
influence on the learning of the tennis forehand.
fact,

In

the CS group may not have suffered from lack of pri or

knowledge,

but

lack of activating it for use in di s co ve ri ng

the interrelationships between prior,
information

(Bransford et a l ., 1982).

and present task
Therefore,

te ach in g

students to focus attention on relevant task information
and form an interior dialogue concerning this information,

th r oug h a self-instructional strategy

(e.g. Per fo rm er Self-

Cueing) , seemed to enhance learning despite the absence of
augmented,

movement sequence feedback.

EXPERIMENT 2
The ef fectiveness of advance organizer and p e rf or me r
self-cueing,

two cognitive learning strategies,

a moto r skill was examin ed in Experiment
ass ig ned to the Advance Organizer

(AO)

1.

on learning

Subjects

group p a r a p h r a s e d

the similarities and differences betwe en a sport they had
pr i or experience with and the task,
groundstroke.
(PSC)

the tennis for eha nd

Subjects in the Performer se lf -c ue in g group

ve r ba liz ed five task component cues du rin g their

acqu is iti on trials.

The findings re vealed that,

the

outcome scores of the subjects using either cognitive
learning strategy were significantly be tt er than two
control groups.

The self-cueing and organ ize r groups'

outcome scores were similar,

except du ring the post test

wh e rei n the self-cueing groups were sig nif ic ant ly superior.
Furthermore,

and perhaps,

task relat ed information
critical

due to the e n h an ce d m o d e r a t i o n of
(including the id en t if ic at io n of

information and movement response s e l e c t i o n ) , the

Per f or me r Self-Cueing group pe rfo rm ed sig ni f i ca nt ly be tt er
than all groups on movement sequence scores t hr oug ho ut the
study.

The Advance Organizer group's movement

sequence

scores were significantly better than the C group,
the CS group.

Therefore,

but not

it appeared justifiable to omit

advance organizers from subsequent experiments.
However,

it could be argued that simply m a k i n g students

aware of the critical aspects of the task thr oug h
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augmented,

movement sequence feedback is the important

var iable to be

con sid er ed in learning.

While an

examinat io n of

the effects of au gmented feedback has

p r o d u c e d mi x e d results in various settings
Dijkstra,
1976;

1966; Graham,

Soares & Harrington,

Wr isberg & Schmidt,

1975;

Yerg,

1980),

researchers woul d argue that augmented,
feedback wou ld

1983; Newell,
many

movement sequence

have p r o d u c e d the same effects as

cueing strategy in the first experiment
Gentile,

(Adams &

1972; Wall ace & Hagler,

1987).

(Adams,

the self1987;

Therefore,

Exp eriment 2 was des i gn ed to examine the eff ect ive ne ss of,
and interactions between,
augmented,

Perfor me r Self-Cueing

(PSC)

and

movement sequence feedback on learning the

tennis forehand.
M eth od
Subjects
Subjects in this experiment were fo urty-four

(N=44)

students enrolled in activit y classes at a large univ er sit y
(mean age = 20).

All subjects signed informed consent

releases prior to the start of the experiment.
h ad little or no tennis experience,
Experiment
Eq uipment

Subjects

and pa rt ici pa tio n in

1 resulted in exclusion from this experiment.
& Task

The equipment and task were identical to Experiment
However,

changes in the pr ocedures are expla ine d below.

1.
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Pr oc edu re
A re pea te d measures,

factorial design was us e d to

compare subjects randomly assigned to one of four strategy
by feedback groups

(n=ll):

Performer self-cueing without

fee dback

(PSC), Performer self-cueing with augmented,

mo vem ent

sequence feedback

with augmented,
instruction,

movement sequence feedback,

and Control

sequence feedback,
the tennis

(PSCF), Feedback

(C), no augmented,

or strategy instruction,

forehand.

given the pretest,
augmented,

on the learning

according to the

The first session,

all subjects were

du ring which they were not p r ov id ed with

Sessions two through six,

the acquisition

co nsi st ed of 50 trials per session,

instruct io n and/or augmented,
a pp rop ri ate to the subjects'
seven and eight
post test,

movement

movement sequence feedback or self-cueing

instruction.
phase,

but no strategy

Subjects arrived at the court

in di vidually for eight daily sessions,
following schedule.

(FB), p r ov id ed

movement

and inv olved

sequence feedback

group assignment.

Sessions

involved the post and retention tests.

The

admini st ere d after the last session of

acquisition,

was identical to the pretest.

A retention

test was given one week following the ad min istration of the
post test,

and was also identical to the pretest.

Sessions two through six constituted the acquisition
phase,

wherein the instructor used scripts to ensure

tr eatment accuracy

(Appendices A - H ) .

The scripts were
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p r e p a r e d by the experimenter and university tennis
instructors.

Information regarding the critical com ponents

of the tennis

forehand formed the basic instructions for

each group

(see movement sequence c r i t e r i a ) , and were

repeate d at the start of each session.

The amount of time

available for instruction and demonstration was he l d
constant across groups.
Augmented,

movement sequence feedback was p r o v i d e d to

the self-cueing with feedback and Feedback
a list of pr io ri ti ze d statements
was o rg an ize d according to:

(FB)

groups from

(see Table 1).

(a) the movement

criteria used in analyses and instruction,

The list

sequence

and

(b) wh ich

component woul d be the most critical to correct first,
second,

third,

For example,

etc.

for the task to be per fo rm ed correctly.

if a subject made several errors during a

trial or trials,

the instructors pr ov id ed the feedback

statement that reflected the most important component to be
co rr ect ed on the next trial.
The following paragraphs describe the specific
treatments for each group.

Performer Self-Cueing (PSC) Group.
instructions were identical to Experiment

The PSC group
1.

Performer Self-Cueing with Feedback (PSCF) Group.
PSCF group also used the self-cueing strategy,

The

and they

were p ro vi de d with augmented,

movement sequence feedback

following every fifth trial.

The feedback statements were
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Table 1
Feedback Priority List

Pri ority

Feedback Statement

Fe edback Referent

1

Keep eyes on ball &
contact point after
contact

Subject misses
ball or hits
ball off frame of
racket

2

Check your
keep wrist
from ready
throughout

Subject "breaks"
wrist & racket
face opens or faces
to the side at
contact

3

Turn hips & shoulders
per pen dic ul ar to net,
bri ng racket back until
poi nt in g to the re a r—
as soon as you see the
ball come off the
racket

Subject does not
turn hi ps ,sh ou lde rs
or racket far
enough or does not
pre par e early
enough

4

Step forward & bend,
with most of weight
on the leg closest
to the net

Subject does not
tr ansfer weight to
front foot

5

Swing forward, making
contact opposite or
slightly in front of
front foot

Subject hits ball
be h in d front foot
and swings up early

6

Finish swing with high
follow through, on
opposite side of the
body at head height

Subject stops swing
at contact or
immediately after
contact, or follows
throu gh below
shoulder height

grip &
locked
position
the swing
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pr i o r i t i z e d

(see Table 1),

and bas ed on the tennis script

(see Ap pen di x D ) .

Feedback (FB) Group.

This group's treatment was

d i ff er en ti a te d from the others,
movement

in that:

(a) augmented,

sequence feedback was pr ov id ed following every

fifth trial ba se d upon the scripts
and Table 1, and

(see Appe ndi ce s D & G ) ,

(b) they were not instructed in the use of

Perfor me r Self-Cueing.
the amount of augmented,
in a field setting.

This group was intende d to simulate
movement sequence feedback present

Furthermore,

b a s e d upon the literature

there was no clear indication of the optimal frequency for
p r o vi di ng augmented,

Control

movement sequence feedback.

(C) Group.

Similar to the other groups,

subjects in this group were informed of the critical
components of execut ing a tennis forehand groundstroke.
However,

subjects were not pr ov i de d with augmented,

mo vement sequence feedback,

nor were they inst ru cte d in the

use of the Performer Self-Cueing strategy

Dependent Measures.

(see A p pe nd ix H ) .

Two assistants m o n i t or in g the

video camera independently recorded the subjects'
scores during each session.

outcome

At four regularly spaced

intervals,

interobserver agreement checks,

ca lc ul at ed as in

Experiment

1, were found to be at or above 80%.

The

outcome scores were deter min ed by the total score
acc um ul at ed during the required 50 trials each session
(maximum = 250).
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Subjective ev al ua ti ons of the subjects'

movement

sequences were also obt ai n ed for all sessions.

The m a x i m u m

composite mo vement sequence score per trial was 20
(twenty),
Movement

which were av era ge d to obtain a mean daily score.
sequence cr iteria were revised for this experiment

in order to be more sensitive to changes in the subjects'
movemen t sequence performances.

Specifically,

the moveme nt

sequence criteria u s e d in the forehand analyses were:
Ready pos it ion

0= racquet at side, shoulders not
square
1= racquet he ad down, shoulders
square
2= racquet he a d up, shoulders
square
3= racquet he a d up, shoulders
square, knees bent, weight not
forward, on heels
4 = racquet hea d up, shoulders
square, knees bent, weight
forward, on balls of feet

Eye Contact

0= eyes not tra cki ng the ball into
contact area, ball missed
completely
1= eyes parti all y tra cki ng ball
into contact area, ball hits off
edge of frame
2= eyes averted prior to contact,
ball pro je ct e d in correct
direction
3= eyes tr ack ing the ball into
contact area but aver te d at
contact (head lifts)
4 - eyes focus on contact area
mo men tar il y after contact

Hip and

0= both hips and shoulders stay
parallel to the net
1- shoulders and racket turn 45
degrees to the net, no hip turn
2= shoulders, racket and hips turn
45 degrees to the net

Shoulder Turn
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3= shoulders and racket turn
per pen dic ul ar to the net, hips
turn 45 degrees to the net
4= shoulders, racket and hips turn
pe rpe ndi cu lar to the net
Weight Transfer

0= negative weight transfer,
weight on rear foot
1= weight evenly di st ri bu te d
between bo t h feet
2= weight shift is lateral or
parallel to net
3= weight shift forward, step <
0.5 meters
4= weight shift forward, full
stride

F o ll ow -T hr ou g h

0= racquet he ad stops immedi ate ly
upon contact
1= follow through low and forward
up to 45 degrees angle to net
2 = follow th ro ugh forward, past 45
degrees
3= follow throu gh high, at he ad
height, up to 45 degrees
4= follow through high, past 45
degrees

The mo vement

sequence evaluations were made from the

vi d eot ape s by the experimenter and one t ra in ed assistant
who ac hie ve d an interobserver reliability agreement
pe r ce nt ag e of eighty percent prior to data collection.
Four interobs er ver agreement checks to ensure ac curacy of
the scores,

were condu cte d at regularly spaced intervals

during the data collection phase of this experiment.

The

reliabi li ty agreement perce nta ge remained at or above the
80% level on each occasion.
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Results
Outcome Scores
Outcome scores for the four groups are p r e s e n t e d in
Figure 4.

A 2 (Strategy)

x 2 (Feedback)

x 1 (Pretest)

ANOVA

rev ealed no significant differences betw een groups during
the p r e t e s t .
A 2 (Strategy)

x 2 (Feedback)

x 6 (Session)

A N O V A with

re peated measures on the last factor re vealed a significant
main effect for the Strategy factor F(l,40)
.0001,

= 76.9,

p <

indicating that the Strategy or lack of Strategy led

to significantly different outcome scores during
acquisition and the post test.

No significant differences

were found concerning the main effect for Feedback,
Strategy x Feedback interaction.
<.05,

using the Bonferroni

Pairwise comparisons

(p

Inequality to detect only those

associations which were strong)
cueing groups

or the

(PSC and PSCF)

revealed that the self-

per fo rm ed significa nt ly be tter

than the other groups throughout acquisition and the
posttest.
effect

However,

the results showed no significant main

for the Feedback factor,

showing the lack of an

overall impact of the presence or absence of augmented,
mo vement sequence feedback on outcome performances.

The

interaction between Feedback and Strategy was also not
significant.
Further analyses of outcome scores re vealed a
significant

Session main effect F(5,200)

= 17.15,

p <

P retes t

Post

Acquisition

Retention
PSC

Outcome

Scores

70 -

PSCF

60 -

50 -

30 -

4
Legend

6

8

Sessions

PSC = Performer Self-Cueing
PSCF = Performer Self-Cueing
with Feedback
C = Control
FB = Feedback

Figure 4. Outcome Scores Plotted Across Sessions in
Expe ri men t 2.
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.0001.

Significant effects were also found for the

Strategy x Session interaction F(5,200)

= 5.83,

but not the Fe edback x Session interaction,
Fee db ack x Session interaction.

p <

.0001,

or Strategy x

The results shown in

Figure 4 indicates a gradual improvement by all groups
except the C group.
the Bonf err on i

Pai rwise comparisons

Inequality)

(p < .05, usi ng

from the first day of

ac qu isi ti on revealed that the self-cueing groups not only
p e r f o r m e d sig nificantly better than the other groups,

but

did so in the early stages of acquisition.
A 2 (Strategy)

x 2 (Feedback)

x 1 (Retention Test)

re ve ale d results similar to the pr evious analyses.

ANOVA
A

significant main effect was again found for the Strategy
factor F(l,40)

= 133.66,

p <

.0001, but not the Fee db ack

factor or the Strategy x Feedback interaction durin g the
retent io n test.
Movemen t

Sequence Scores

Figure 5 displays the movement sequence score results.
A 2 (Strategy)

x 2 (Feedback)

x 1 (Pretest)

A N O V A re vea le d no

significant differences between groups during the pretest.
A 2 (Strategy)

x 2 (Feedback)

x 6 (Session)

A N O V A with

re pe ate d measures on the last factor showed a significant
main effect
.0001,

for the Strategy factor,

F(l,40)

= 149.98,

p <

and a significant main effect for the Fe edback

factor F(l,40)

= 10.91,

impact of augmented,

p < .002,

di splaying the pos iti ve

movement sequence feedback on
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learning.

However,

due to a significant interaction

b e tw ee n Strategy and Feedback,

F(l,40)

= 17.28,

p <

the main effects must be interpreted cautiously.
comparisons

(p <

Inequality)

re vea le d the differences

b e tw ee n groups.

.05,

Pai rwi se

again using the Bonferroni
in movement sequences

The two self-cueing strategy groups

p e rf or me d be tte r than both the Feedback
Furthermore,

.0001,

(FB)

and C groups.

the F e ed ba ck group p e r fo rm e d b ett er than the C

group.
A significant Session main effect F (5,200)
<

.0001,

I.68,

and Fe edb ac k x Session interaction,

p < .015,

= 20.35,

F(5,200)

indic ate d that all groups improved,

that Feedbac k had some po sitive impact on movement
scores.

Pa irwise co mparisons

Bonferroni

Inequality)

(p <

.05,

and
sequence

reveal ed the significant differences
The Strategy x

and Strategy x Fee db ack x Session interactions

were not significant.
comparisons
results,

=

using the

b e tw ee n the Fee dba ck group and the C group.
Session,

p

(p <

.05)

Fo llow up analyses through p a ir wi se
revealed that,

the s elf -c uei ng groups

similar to the outcome

(PSC and PSCF)

p er f o r m e d

signifi ca ntl y be tt er than all other groups from the first
day of acquis iti on t hr oug h the post test.
A 2 (Strategy)

x 2 (Feedback)

x

1 (Retention Test)

ANOVA

di sp la ye d significant main effects for the Strategy factor,
F(l,40)

= 83.099,

p <

II.534,

p <

and the Strategy x Fe edback interaction,

.002,

.0001,

the Fee dback factor,

F(l,40)

=

P re te s t

Post

Acquisition

Retention
PSC

14 -

■o FB

Movement

Sequence

Scores

PSCF

4

Sessions

6

8

1 0

Legend
PSC = Performer Self-Cueing
PSC F = Performer Self-Cueing
with Feedback
C = Control
FB = Feedback

Figure 5. Movement sequence scores p l o t t e d across Sessions
in E xp er im ent 2.
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F (1, 40)

= 16.901,

comparisons,

P <

.0001.

Based upon pai rwi se

the differences between groups,

with regard to

interactions centered on the significant differences
betwe en the C group and the other groups durin g retention.
An alysis of Feedback Statements
Subsequent videotape analyses by an independent
university instructor examined the appropriateness of
augmented,

movement sequence feedback.

The analyses were

condu ct ed on ten percent of the trials during acquisition,
and found that ninety-five
given was appropriate.
Cueing with feedback

(95) percent of the feedback

Each subject in the Pe rfo rme r Self-

(PSCF)

p r o v i d e d with augmented,

and Feedback

(FB)

groups was

movement sequence feedback base d

on Table 1 and the tennis script in App en dix D.
of the statements was maintained,

A record

from which pe rcentages

were deri ved indicating the relative emphases pl a c e d on
each component.

Therefore,

feedback profiles for subjects

who were pr ovi de d with augmented,
feedback were developed

movement sequence

(see Table 2).

The profiles

indica te d that the feedback requirements of the Pe rf or me r
Self-Cu ei ng with feedback
differed.

(PSCF)

and Feedback

(FB)

groups

The cueing with feedback group was p r o vi de d with

feedback on one to three different movement sequence
components each session,
weight transfer.

none at all on eye contact or

In contrast,

the Feedback group re quired
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feedback on three or more different components each
session.
Discussion
The discussions of the outcome and movement sequence
results are examined separately.
Outcome Results
The outcome results of this experiment cen te red on
three findings.

First,

the Strategy groups

the significant di fferences betwe en

(PSC & PSCF)

and the other groups

across all phases of the study suggests that simply ma kin g
students aware of the critical aspects
movement

sequence feedback)

(i.e.

augmented,

during learning was not

sufficient to enhance performance.

A proce dur e which

enc o ur ag ed students to actively focus their attent io n on
critical task components during a perform anc e
superior outcome results,

(PSC)

similar to Experiment

1.

led to
This

result supports the argument that learners consciously
control movement with verbal responses during the early
stages of skill acquisition
1978;

Singer & Gerson,

(Adams,

1981) .

1971,

1986;

Furthermore,

Singer,

this finding

suggests that cognitive learning strategies such as selfcueing can help students to focus attention on,

and respond

to critical task related information

1973;

Singer et a l ., 1991; Whiting,

(Kahneman,

1975).

The second finding relates to the lack of significant
outcome differences,

with respect to the pr esence or
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Table 2
Fe edb ack Profiles for PSCF and FB Groups

Mov ement Sequence
Co mponents

FB

PSCF

Eye Contact

22

0

Read y Position

14

27

Hip & Shoulder Turn

13

27

Weight Transfer

17

0

Fo l lo w- T h r o u g h

34

46

Total

100

100
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absence of augmented,
Although,

movement sequence feedback.

the Fe edb ac k group's pe rfo rm an c es were superior

to the C group,
significant.

the differe nce s were not st ati sti ca lly

Additionally,

there were no significant

differe nc es found b et wee n the self-cu ein g groups.

The lack

of a po sit iv e and consistent re lat io nsh ip b et wee n teach er
feedback and student outcomes supports the findings from
earli er studies
Graham,

(Adams & Dijkstra,

Soares & Harrington,

(1988)

1975;

1988;

1976;

Yerg,

Silverman,

1980).

p o i n t e d out the d if fic ul ty in

me as ur in g learning b a s e d upon subjects'
performances,

Eghan,

1983; Newell,

et a l ., 1991; W ri sb er g & Schmidt,
Ho w eve r Eghan,

1966;

rather than movement

outcome

sequence performances.

This point will be further d is cus se d in the movement
sequence section.
The thi rd finding relates to the decline in outcome
scores by the Fe edb ac k group be tw een the last session of
ac qu isi ti on and the posttest,

with a contin ue d

de te ri or at io n in the scores during retention.
shows that the Fe edback

(FB)

subjects were contin ual ly

improving during acquisition.
mov em ent

Figure 5

However,

once augmented,

sequence feedback was remov ed during post and

retention tests their pe rfo rma nc es dr op ped steadily,

while

the two groups which used the self-cu ein g strateg y staye d
at the same level or improved.
Walte r

(1984)

suggested,

As Salmoni,

Schmidt &

the augmen te d feedback may have
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b ec ome a "crutch"

for the Fee dba ck group whose pe rf or ma n ce s

fal t er ed in its absence.

However,

interior dialogue te chniques
Singer,

De Fr anc esc o

the self-instruction,

(Bangert-Drowns,

& Randall,

1989)

e t . al,

or

1991;

co nt ain ed w ith in the

self -c ue in g strategy did not cause students to rely on
augmented,

movement

sequence feedback.

Thus,

d ur in g post

and retention tests the bo t h se lf-cueing groups
PSCF)

(PSC and

may have been relying on their own form of

ins tru cti on and feedback..

Additionally,

since there were

no signficant d iff er enc es found b et wee n the self-cueing
groups,

ap parently the Perfo rme r self-cueing strategy was

eff e ct iv e enough to overcome the removal of augmented,
mov e me nt

sequence feedback.

Mov em ent

Sequence Results

Three additional
mov e me nt

findings merit dis cus si on b a s e d upon

sequence results.

outcome results,

First,

and consistent wi th the

the two self-cu ein g strategy groups

di s p l a y e d mo vement

sequence perfo rm anc es which were

si g ni fic an tly be tte r than bot h Fe edback and Control groups
t hr ou gho ut the study.
(PSC)

Since the Perfor mer Self-Cueing

strategy co nt ai ne d cues wh ic h were de si gn ed to pr ompt

the pe r fo rm a nc e of critical components of the task,

it

a l lo we d students to mo der at e their movement responses by
u nd e r s t a n d i n g the relative motion of body segments.

In

this regard self-cu ein g operates in a fashion similar to
observat io nal

learning

(Carroll & Bandura,

1987;

Schmidt,
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1988;

Scully & Newell,

1985)

interior dialogue te chniques

and se lf- in str uct io n or
(Singer,

et al.,

1989),

which

have also been shown to prompt the de velopment of the
de s i r e d movemen t patterns.
Furthermore,
(PSCF)

the Performer Se lf-Cpeing with feedback

group pe r f o r m e d better than the Fee db ac k group

in d ic at ing that the pr ov is io n of feedback did not solve
mo ve me nt

sequence problems.

shows where the Fe edback
difficulty.

For example,

(FB)

An e xam in ati on of Table 2
group contin ue d to have

the self-cueing wit h feedback

group req uir ed feedback on fewer components in comp ari so n
to the Fe ed b ac k group,
eye contact,

and required no feedback conc ern in g

or weight transfer.

Most likely,

the self-

cuein g strategy was responsible for the differ enc es b et we en
these two groups.

Two interpretations are off ere d to

ex p lai n the differnces.

First,

the "hit" and "step"

cues

v e r b a l i z e d du ring execu tio n had a strong influence on
e f f e ct iv el y storing the relevant task information in
memory.

Second,

the cues pr oba bl y helped to devel op a

st ronger cognitive representation of the task than
augmented,

mo vement

sequence feedback for use in

t r a n sl at io n of the information into the appropriate
movements.
A second finding of note is that the Fe edback group
p e r f o r m e d sig nif ic ant ly better than the C group.
Con si ste nt

improvements in the C group were no te d in the

shoulder turn component of the task.

However,

the Fee d ba ck

group dis pl ay ed additional improvements in ready position,
weight transfer,
Therefore,

and in focusing their eyes on the ball.

the addition of augmented,

mo vem en t sequence

fee dback did have a positive effect on learning in this
e xp eri men t when an evaluation of their mov eme nt sequences
was recorded.
mo vem ent

Past research has tried to link augmented,

sequence feedback with outcome performances,

has been unable to find a consistent,
relationship.
Weiss

& Ross

mov em en t

However,
(1989)

as Eghan

and significant

(1988)

have suggested,

and

and McCullagh,

the assessment of

sequences are more likely than outcome

m e as ur em en ts to clearly reveal the degree of learnin g
t a k i n g place.
A thi rd finding,
outco me score results,

and once again analogous to the
was the lack of a significant

di f fe re nc e betw een the self-cueing groups
or no strategy by feedback interaction.

(PSC and P S C F ) ,
One reason may be

b ec au se the self-c uei ng strategy had such a strong
in fluence on mo vement sequence development,
mo vem ent

sequence feedback may not have been able to

further improve the students'

movement sequence

pe r f o rm an ce s at this stage of learning
Schmidt,

that augmented,

1988).

(Gentile,

The Pe rformer Self-Cueing

(PSCF)

1972;
group

re qu ir ed feedback pe rt ain in g to changes in the follow ing
components:

(a)

ready position,

weight was not forward,

(b)
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hip & shoulder turn,
(c)

follow through,

Table 2).

turn was 45 degrees to the net,

racket did not finish high e nou gh

Furthermore,

(see

these c o rre spo nd ed to the

components the self-cueing groups
improve on the posttest.
for these findings.

and

(PSCF and PSC)

ne e d e d to

There are two p os s ib le reasons

First,

the features of these

components of the tennis forehand may be the most difficult
aspects to learn.

Second,

the cues may ne ed to be im pro ve d

in order elicit improvement in these features.
Additionally,

over an ex te nd e d pe r i o d of time,

learning

improvement might have also been discer nab le with r eg ard to
features of these three components
analysis).

(see movement sequence

EXPERIMENT 3
The

findings

from the second expe rim en t

strong influ enc e of Perfo rme r S el f- Cue in g
the tennis

forehand.

re vea le d the

(PSC)

on learning

Significant dif fe ren ces were note d

between simply m ak in g students aware of the critical
components of the task
sequence

(through augmented,

movement

f e e d b a c k ) , and actively re qui rin g them to focus

their at ten ti on on the components du ri ng perfo rm anc es
(Performer S e l f - C u e i n g ) .

The se lf- cu e in g strategy was

found to be the most powerful
Experiments

sequence scores.

from Experi men ts

(a)

Some ex pla nat io ns

1 & 2 are that

have inf lu en c ed the students'
through:

in

1 & 2, ba se d upon si gn ifi ca ntl y higher outcome

and mov ement
findings

learning variable

for the

se lf -cu ein g may

role in the learning process

st re ng th eni ng their cogni tiv e

represent at ion s

of the ap pro pr ia te movements by inc re asi ng attent io n to
relevant
motions

information,

and

(b) mo de ra ti o n of the relative

in the ir movement responses,

or,

perhaps,

retrieval of relevant task information was

fac il ita ted by

the cues used in self-cueing during a cq ui sit io n
Gerson,

1981;

Tu lv in g & Thomson,

Ex pe riment

(Singer &

1973) .

3 consisted of an inv es t ig at io n of the

Perfo rm er Se lf -C uei ng

(PSC)

strategy and its interactions

with a u g m en te d feedback on learning the tennis
within b eg i n n i n g tennis classes.
experiments

(c) their

forehand

Since the prior

were conduc te d in con tro lle d field settings

50

it
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was not pos s ib le to gen era liz e the results to a setting as
u n pr ed ic ta bl e as a uni ve rs it y activity class as sugge ste d
by Singer,

et a l . (1991)

Therefore,

the pu rp ose of Experiment 3 was to determ ine if

Per f or me r Se lf- Cu ein g

and Wh i tin g

(1969,

1972,

1975) .

(PSC), in a natural setting,

wou ld

pr o mot e outcome and mo vem en t sequence scores similar to
those ob tai ne d in Ex per im ent s

1 & 2.

that active student involvement
(i.e.

self-cueing)

It was hy po th es iz ed

in the le arning proce ss

wo u l d pr om ot e greater achievement

regar dl ess of the p r es en ce or absence of augmented,
mov em ent

sequence feedback.
Me th od

Subjects
Sev en ty- tw o un der gr ad ua te students,

en ro ll ed in three

b e g i n n i n g tennis classes p a r t i ci pa te d in this ex periment as
part of their regular classes.

The introductory remarks on

the first day of classes di rec te d all non -b e gi nn i ng
students to sign up for intermediate tennis,

in order to

ensure that all subjects ha d little or no tennis
experience.

All subjects

signed informed consent releases

pr i or to the start of the experiment.
from Ex per im ent s

None of the subjects

1 & 2 were en rol le d in these classes.

Equip me nt and Task
The equipment and task were identical to that of
Ex p er im en ts

1 and 2, except that three video cameras were

n e ed ed to record each gro up of subjects and their
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re s pec tiv e

instructor.

Subjects wore num b er ed jerseys for

id en ti fi ca ti o n pu rpo se s during subsequent mov em ent

sequence

analyses.
Pr oc ed ur e
A pretest,

post test,

Latin square design,

i n co rp or at in g three teachers,

was used to compare subjects

rand om ly a s s ig n ed to one of three strategy and/or feedback
co n di tio ns
augmented,

(n= 24):

Pe rf orm er se lf-cueing without

movement sequence feedback

s e l f -c ue in g with augmented,
(PSCF), and F ee dba ck
m o ve me nt

(PSC) , Pe rfo rm er

movement sequence feedback

(FB), pr ovi de d with augmented,

sequence feedback,

but no strategy instruction.

Subjects arrived at the court during their sc he du le d
class times and were subsequently divided into three
groups.

The groups were isolated in order to ensure that

t r e at me nt s were not compromised.
thr ee groups of eight
condition,

subjects,

Each instructor taught
one group under each

over seven daily sessions.

subjects p e r f o r m e d the pretest,

In session one,

as in Experiments

Su bjects were not pr o v i d e d with augmented,

all

1 & 2.

movement

seq ue nce feedback or se lf-cueing instruction durin g the
pretest.
phase,

Sessions two through six were the ac quisition

where in instruction and/or feedback approp ri ate to

the subjects'

group assignment was provided.

i n v ol ve d the post test,

Session seven

which was identical to the pretest.

Three instructors were trained to use the scripts
du ri ng the ac q ui si ti o n phase

(Appendices I - K)

de v e l o p e d

by the exp er im en te r and university tennis in structors to
ensure the ac curacy of the treatments.

In formation

re ga rd in g the critical components of the tennis for eh a nd
formed the basic instructions for each group

(see mo vem en t

sequence c r i t e r i a ) , and were repeated at the start of each
session.

A pr i o r i t i z e d list of feedback statements,

identical to Experim ent s

1 & 2

(see Table 1), was us ed by

the instructors who gave augmented,

movement

sequence

fe edback when n ec es sar y to the Performer Se lf -C uei ng with
feedback

(PSCF)

and Feedback

(FB) groups.

Vari ous drills

were u s e d for pr act ice during acquisition.
included:

(a)

students dropping their own ball,

t o s s e d from the net,
service line,

The drills
(b) balls

(c) balls tossed from the op pos in g

(d) balls hit by a partner from the op po sin g

baseline.
The following par agraphs describe the specific
tre a tm en ts

for each group.

Performer Self-Cueing with Feedback (PSCF) Group.
PS C F group instructions were the same as in Ex per im ent s
2

(see Ap pe nd ix J for s c r i p t ) .

p r o v i d e d with augmented,

1 &

This group was also

movement sequence feedback b a s e d

on Table 1.

Performer Self-Cueing (PSC) Group.
the

The

This group use d

same s elf -cu ei ng strategy as the PSCF group,

as in
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Ex pe rim en ts

1 & 2.

with augmented,

This group,

movement

however,

was not p ro v i d e d

sequence feedback

(see A p p en di x K

for s c r i p t ) .

Feedback (FB) Group.

This group di ffe re d from the

other groups in that they were not taught to use the selfc uei ng strategy

(see App end ix I for s c r i p t ) .

augmented,

mov em ent sequence feedback was pro v id ed according to Table
1,

as in the two earlier experiments.

Dependent Measures.
rec or de d the subjects'
session.

Three instructors independ ent ly

outcome scores during each test

The instructors and experimenter rea che d an

interobs er ver agreement per centage of eighty percent prior
to data collection.

On each test session the ex per i me nt er

s im ul ta neo us ly recorded the outcome scores with each
inst ruc tor for one randomly selected subject.
I nt ere lia bi lit y agreement checks,
Ex per im en ts

cal culated as in

1 & 2, were found to be at or above 80%.

The

test outcome scores were de termined by the total score
ac c u m ul at ed during the required 50 trials each test session
(maximum = 250).
Subjective evaluations of the subjects'
sequences,

movement

and objective recording of outcome scores,

c o nd uc te d as in Experiment 2.

were

The movement sequence

ev alu at io ns were made from the videotapes by four trai ned
assi sta nts who achieved an interobserver agreement
p e r c e nt ag e of eighty percent prior to data collection.
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Interobs er ver reliability for movement

sequence analyses

dur in g the pretest and posttest was ex ami ne d four times at
regular intervals,
experiment.

during the data co llection ph ase of this

The agreement per centage was at or above the

80% level in each instance.
For a descrip ti ve analysis,

a record of the p er ce nt age

of trials on which subjects re ceived a mov eme nt sequence
score of at least 15 out of 20 was kept during the
a c qu is it ion phase of this experiment.

Since each subject

did not p e rf or m the same number of trials,

this record

s er ved as a measure of the movement sequence pe rfo rm anc es
among all groups during the acquisition phase.

The

interobs er ver agreeement perc en tag e for video tap e analyses
of correct trials during acquisition was also found to be
at or above the 80% level,

at four regular intervals.
Results

Outc om e Scores
Scores for the three groups are graphic al ly p re s e n t e d
in Fi gure
(Test)

6.

A 3

(Group)

x 3 (Teacher)

x 3

(Section)

x 2

A N O V A with repeated measures on the last factor

r e ve al ed no significant main effect for Group,
Section during the pretest and posttest.

Teacher,

or

This finding

i n d ic at ed that all groups per fo rm ed similarly on the
outcome tests.
A significant Test effect F(l,63)

= 176.87,

p <

re ve ale d the improvement of all groups across test

.0001,
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sessions.
the best,

The Performer Self-Cueing

(PSCF)

group p e rf or me d

followed closely by the PSC group.

Test x Section,

Test x Teacher,

However,

the

and Test x Group

inte ra cti on s were not significant,

whic h re ve a le d the

s im il ari ty in perfor man ce s regardless of Group,

Teacher,

or

Section.
Mov eme nt

Sequence Scores

Figure 7 displays the scores from mo vem en t
analyses.
(Test)

A 3

(Groups)

x 3 (Teacher)

x 3

sequence

(Section)

x 2

A N O V A with rep eated measures on the last factor

in di cat ed no significant main effect differ enc es with
respect to Group,

Teacher,

or Section con ce rn in g movement

sequen ce scores on the pretest or posttest.
Test effect F(l,63)
improvement
posttest.

= 238.72,

.0001,

effect F (2, 63)

ba s ed upon a significant Group x Test

= 16.03,

i n t e rp re te d with care.
usi ng the Bonferroni

p < .0001,

in movement

this main effect must be

Pairwise comparisons

Inequality)

The self cueing groups

(p <

.05,

re vealed significant

sequence scores be tw ee n groups.
(PSC and PSCF)

si gn if ic an tl y better than the Feedback
posttest,

showed the

in scores by all groups from pret est to
However,

dif fe ren ce s

p <

A significant

p er f o r m e d
(FB)

group on the

and all groups improved from pretest to posttest.

Correct trials
An examination of the pe rcentage of correct trials
(score of at least 15 out of 20 on movement

sequence
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PSCF
PSC

40 -

30 -

T

T

Pre

Post

Test
Legend
FB = Feedback
PSC F = Performer Self-Cueing
with Feedback
PSC = Performer Self-Cueing

Fi gu re 6. Outcome Sc o re s' Plo tt ed Across Sessions in
Exp e ri me nt 3.
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Post

P re

Test
Legend
FB = Feedback
PSCF = Performer Self-Cueing
with Feedback
PSC = Performer Self Cueing

Figur e 7. Mov ement Sequence Scores Pl ot te d Across Sessions
in E xp eri me nt 3.
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a n a l y s e s ) , during the acquisition sessions revealed ma rk ed
differ en ces be tw ee n the two self-cueing strategy groups and
the Fee dback

(FB)

group.

group p e r fo rm ed the best

The Perfor me r Self-Cue in g
(mean = 60.857),

by the Perfor mer Self-Cueing
The Fe edback

(FB)

group

(PSC)

(PSCF)

followe d closely

group

(mean = 54.242).

(mean = 32.209),

as in Experiment

2, p er f o r m e d poorly in comparison to the se lf-cueing groups
d ur ing acquisition.
Fee db ack Statement Analyses
Each subject in the Feedback
Cu ei ng

(PSCF)

(FB)

and Perfor mer Self-

groups was pr ovi de d with feedback statements

b a s e d on the Fee dba ck Priority List

(see Table 1).

Ana l ys es of daily videotapes made it po ssi bl e to analyze
the frequency and pe rce nt age of occurrence of each feedback
statement

(see Table 3).

A un iversity tennis instructor's

analyses on twent y percent of the lesson time during
acquis it ion indic ate d that 85 and 89 perc ent of the
instruction and feedback given to the Feedba ck and selfcu eing with feedback groups,
The findings

respectively,

was appropriate.

indicated that the two groups groups required

mar ke dl y different amounts of feedback from varying
components.

The Perfor me r Self-Cueing

(PSCF)

group

require d less feedback in comparison to the Feedack
group,

on the following components:

hip & shoulder turn,

and

(c)

(a) eye contact,

follow through,

comparable amounts of class time.

during

(FB)
(b)
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Table 3

Fre qu en cy and Perc en tag e of Fee dback Pri ority Statements
for FB and PSCF Groups

Pr ior it y List

FB group

PSCF group

Total/ %

Total/ %

Eye Contact

90/13

20/4

Ready Pos it ion

90/13

75/16

Hip & Shoulder

120/18

50/11

Weight Transfer

100/15

95/21

F or w a r d Swing

145/21

135/29

Fo l lo w Through

135/20

90/19
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Discussion
The influence of Performer Self-Cueing
evident

in the thi rd experiment,

c o n c l us iv el y as in Experiment 2.

However,

was again

although not as
All groups signifi can tly

imp r ov ed their outcome and movement
pret es t to posttest.

(PSC)

sequence scores from

the subjects which used

se l f- cu ei ng p e r fo rm ed significantly better than those which
were p r o v i d e d with augmented,
th r ou gh ou t this experiment,
analyses.

movement sequence feedback

regarding movement sequence

The self-cue ing groups movement sequence

p e r f o r ma nc es may have been anticipated since they were
us in g the same cues during execution as in Experime nt s
2.

Specifically,

c ue ing

differences revealed that the two self-

(PSC and PSCF)

Fee db ac k

(FB)

1 &

strategy groups in co mparison to the

group had part icu la r differences in the

degree to whic h they exhib ite d the parti cul ar movement
seq uence components.

Four examples can be used to

illu st rat e the differences.

First,

the heads of students

in the Pe rf or m er Self-Cueing with feedback

(PSCF)

group

st ayed down on the contact point mo mentarily after contact,
wher ea s

in the Feedba ck group their heads were either

a v er te d pr io r to or at contact.

Secondly,

with fee dback group ha d their hips,
tu r n e d pe rp e n d i c u l a r to the net,

the se lf- cue in g

shoulders,

however,

and racket

the Feedback

gro up typ ic al ly had only their shoulders turned
perpe nd icu la r.

Thirdly,

the students in the Perfor mer

Sel f- Cue in g with feedback
weight

(PSCF)

group t r a n sf er re d their

forward with a full stride towar d the net,

while the

Fe ed ba ck group's weight transfer was evenly d i s t r ib u te d or
par al lel to the net.

Fourth,

the se lf-cueing with feedback

group ha d a follow through which finished above shoulder
height and past 45 degrees to the net,

while the Fe edb ac k

group finished their swing either forward or above shoulder
height but did not go past 45 degrees to the net.

However,

bo t h groups neede d to improve their ready p o si ti on and
forward swing.

Perhaps,

these two components of the tennis

for ehand are among the most difficult parts to learn.
Future studies using Perfor me r Self-Cueing

(PSC)

may need

to be m o d i f i e d in order to further improve the students'
exe c ut io n of these components.
The self-cu ei ng groups

(PSC and PSCF)

also pe r f o r m e d

more correct trials than the Feedback group during
acquisition,

de mon st rat ing the positive impact of self-

cuein g early in the learning process.
groups movement

The se lf- cu ein g

sequence performances may have also been

an t ic ip at ed because the same cues were used in the pre vio us
experiments.
movemen t

Furthermore,

an examination of the augmented,

sequence feedback statements during acquisi tio n

indic at ed where there were m ark ed differences in the
movement

sequences of the Feedback

C ue ing with feedback

(PSCF)

groups.

(FB)

and Per fo r me r Self-

There were four

com ponents which both groups were instructed to improve:

(a)

ready position,

weight transfer,

the weight ne eded to be forward,

the weight was su pposed to be t o w a r d the

net with a large step,

(c)

forward swing,

the swing ne ed ed

to be made so that the contact point was appropriate,
(d)

(b)

follow through,

and

the racket swing lacked a finish above

the shoulder and past

45 degrees to the net.

Additionally,

the Feedba ck group neede d to focus on w a t c hi ng the ball
longer in comparison to the Performer Se l f- Cu ei ng
group;

and the hips,

shoulders,

(PSCF)

and rackets of the Fe edb ack

gro up were not all tu rned perp en dic ula r to the net in
contrast to the self-cueing with feedback group.
Therefore,

it app ear ed that there were mov em e nt

sequence

errors consi st ent ly made during bo t h the ac qu is i ti on phase
and the p o s t t e s t .

The augmented,

mov ement sequence

feedback p r ov id ed to the Feedback group du rin g ac qu is iti on
pe r t a i n e d to the same components wh ich n e e d e d improvement
on the posttest.

However,

it ap peared that the se lf - cue ing

with feedback group was more effective than the Fe ed ba ck
gro up in improving their movement sequence components
be t wee n acquis iti on and the posttest.
Similar to Experiment 2, there were no si gnificant
di ff ere nc es betwe en the self-cueing groups
re ga rdi ng movement

(PSC and PSCF)

sequence or outcome scores.

dis c us se d in Experiment 2, the augmented,

As was

mo ve m en t sequence

feedback may have not been able to further improve the
mov ement

sequence scores of subjects at this stage of
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learning.

Gentile

(1972)

and Schmidt

(1988)

suggest that

these further improvements may take more time to devel op
than the large improvements

in many components t y pi ca ll y

seen in the early stages of learning.
A n ot he r no teworthy finding was the lack of si gnificant
differences between the groups concerning their outcome
scores.

This finding was in contrast to the results from

Expe ri men t 2, which indicated that the two groups which
us e d the self-cueing strategy achieved outcome scores which
were si gnificantly better than the Fee dback group scores
during acquisition,

post and retention tests.

self-c ue ing strategy groups
outcome scores

(see Figure

(PSC and PSCF)
6), however,

The two

re cor ded higher

the contextual

influences present in a field setting may have ac co u nt ed
for the lack of significant outcome differences b et w e e n the
groups.

Additionally,

are offered:

two suggestions p re vio us ly m e n t i o n e d

(a) additional practice may have re ve a le d

outcome score differences between groups,

and

(b)

re fin in g

the cues within self-cueing may help to elicit further
improvements

in outcome scores

(e.g. cues which focus

attention on the target a r e a ) .
The results from this experiment support the findings
from the first two experiments,

regarding the usefu lne ss

self-cu ein g as a learning tool.
with the same basic instructions.
that

increasing the students'

All groups were p ro v i d e d
However,

it app e ar ed

active involvement

in the

of
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learning process was more beneficial than the pr ov is io n of
augmented,

movement sequence feedback.

This finding was

consistent with earlier classroom and motor learning
research regarding the use of self instructional
(Anshel & Singer,
Singer,
1985) .

1980; Bangert-Drowns,

et a l ., 1989;

strategies

et a l ., 1991;

1991; Hardy & Nelson,

1988; Wong,

GENERAL DI S CU SS IO N
Several
students

researchers have su gg es te d that m ak in g

aware of critical task co mponents through

a u gme nt ed feedback is an important var iable to the learning
process
1987/

(Adams,

1987/

Lanphear,

et a l ., 1991/

Salmoni,

Schmidt

Summers,

1992/

augmented,

DeKnop,

& Walter,

Wallace

1986/

Gentile,

Newell,

1976/

1984/ Siedentop,

& Hagler, 1979) .

1972/

Graham,

Pieron,

1982/

1983/

Spar row

&

For instance,

mo vement sequence feedback may help to d ev el op

an ef fec ti ve cognitive repres ent at ion and internal
reference while
indications

learning a motor skill.

However,

there are

that te ach ing learners to employ cognitive

learning strategies,
can also enhan ce
et a l ., 1989).

similar to ones used in the classroom,

learning
Therefore,

(Anshel & Singer,

1980/

Singer,

the pr i m a r y purpose of the

experim en ts

re por te d here was to d et erm in e if Pe rf or me r

Se lf -C u ei ng

(PSC)

superior to,
The
focusing

serves the same purpo se as,

augmented,

findings

movement

feedback.

from Exp eriment 1 de m o n s t r a t e d that

attent io n on critical task

use of Pe rf or me r Self-Cu ein g
(AO)

sequence

or is

(PSC)

information t h ro ug h the

and Adv anc e Or ga ni ze r

strategies en han ce d learning in a setting devoid of

augmented,

movement

sequence feedback.

The se lf -c ue ing

group p e r fo rm ed si gnificantly better than all groups
throughout

the experiment

achievement.

However,

on outcome and movement

sequence

the organizer group achieve d

significantly better outcome scores than the two Control
groups

(CS & C) throughout the experiment,

and was also

significantly better than the C group on mov em ent sequence
scores during the posttest.
with the results of Singer,
learning strategy,

These findings were consistent
et a l . (1989)

who also use d a

which emph as ize d the use of cognitive

processes to enhance learning.

These authors sugges te d

that the role of attention t owa rd critical informa tio n can
enhance the pr oc es si ng of that information.

Therefore,

the

first experiment de mon st ra te d that students could improve
their achievement

(outcome and movement sequence scores)

when they were taught how to actively involve the mse lve s in
the learning process without augmented,

mov ement sequence

feedback.
The findings from Experiment 2 rev ea led significant
differences between the two self-cueing strategy groups
(PSC and PSCF)

and the other groups

(FB & C)

movement sequence and outcome scores.
a self-instructional strategy,

con cer ni ng

Since se lf- c ue in g is

the students that us ed PSC

ap pe are d to instruct themselves con cerning the appropriate
movement

sequences regardless of the pre se nce or absence of

augmented,

movement sequence feedback.

illustrate this.

First,

differences in movement
self-cueing groups

Two points

there were no significant
sequence or outcome scores betwe en

(PSC and P S C F ) , which indicated the lack

of further improvements

in learning with the addition of
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augmented,

movement sequence feedback.

Second,

the PSCF

group required feedback on fewer components than the
Fe edback group during acquisition,

whic h de m o n s t r a t e d the

influence of self-cueing in de ve lo pin g the appropr ia te
movements.
The evidence of learning dis pl ay ed by the Fe edb ac k
group was not manifest

in their outcome scores,

were no significant differences

since there

in outcome scores be tw een

the Fe edback group and the C group.

Merely m a k i n g students

aware of the critical task aspects t hr oug h augmented,
movement sequence feedback did not improve outcome scores,
which is compatible with the findings from pe d a g o g y and
motor learning studies
1966/

Carroll & Bandura,

Harrington,
al.,
Yerg,

(Adams,

1991/

1983/

Eghan,

1987,

that movement

However,

1990/

Graham,

1988/ Rikard,

Scully & Newell,

1980) .

1986/ Ad ams & Dijkstra,

1992/

Soares &
Silverman,

1985/ W r is be rg & Schmidt,

1975/

it has recently been re co m men ded

sequence scores are a be tte r indic ato r than

outcome scores for eval uat in g learning effects
1988/

et

McCullagh,

Weiss

upon this suggestion,

& Ross,

1989).

(Eghan,

Therefore,

b as ed

the finding that the Fe edb ack group

did achieve significantly be tter movement

sequence scores

than the C group does demonstrate that augmented,

movement

sequence feedback can enhance learning.
Additionally,
(1969,1972,1975)

Singer,

et a l . (1991)

and W hi ti ng

suggest that additional researc h is needed
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to examine the influence of cognitive learning strategies
wi thi n settings requiring greater levels of information
processing.

Therefore,

the thi rd experiment was condu cte d

to assess the effective nes s of the treatments from
Exp eriment 2 within the unp redictable confines of a natural
setting.
The two se lf- cu ein g strategy groups

(PSC and PSCF)

signific an tly ou tp er fo rm ed the Feedback group on movement
sequence scores.

This finding was consistent with the

results from Exper im ent 2.

However,

in contrast to

Ex periment 2, the results from Experiment

3 rev eal ed no

significant differ enc es betw een the self-c uei ng strategy
groups and the Fee db ac k group on outcome scores.
suggest that movemen t

This may

sequence scores are a more sensitive

measu re for de te ct in g the amount of learning takin g place
in a natural setting.

However,

the findings may also imply

that self-cu ein g is more effective in enhanc in g movement
sequence scores rather than outcome scores within a natural
setting.

Although,

improved movement

some researchers have suggested that

sequence achievement

improved outcome scores

(Gentile,

1972;

is a pre cu rs or to
Lanphear,

et al,

1991).
Three main conclusions arise from the findings of
these experiments,

which perta in to the p ar tic ula r

effectiv ene ss of Per f or me r Self-Cueing
the tennis forehand.

(PSC)

when learning

The first point centers on reasons
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why attentional

focusing strategies,

such as self-cueing,

are effect ive for enhancing learning.

The cognitive

learning strategy research of Singer & Gerson
Singer et a l . (1991)

(1981)

and

implies that self-cueing may have

fa c il ita te d the pro ces sin g of relevant information,

and

pr o v i d e d a more vivid internal reference than augmented,
mov ement sequence feedback for developing the app rop ri ate
movements.
realize what

Students which used self-cueing a p p ea re d to
information was important and were able to use

this in formation to develop a more effective internal
reference than augmented,

movement sequence feedback for

i nst ruc ti ng themselves on the appropriate movement
sequences.

A specific example,

cu eing groups'

(PSC and PSCF)

was that the two self-

movement sequence scores were

s ig ni fic an tly better than the Feedback

(FB)

group in

Exp eri men ts 2 & 3.
A no th er ex planation for the effectiveness of selfcueing is related to pri nciples for the effec tiv e storage
and retrieval of information.
Singer & Gerson

(1981)

that the students'

The pr inciples p r o p o s e d by

and Tulving & Thomson

(1973)

retrieval of critical in formation is

f aci lit at ed by the cues stored during learning.
Se lf- Cue in g
relevant
tennis

(PSC)

suggest

Pe rfo rme r

was des igned to help the students store

information on five critical components of the

forehand.

Through the verbalization of cues rel ate d

to these components,

the effective storage and retrieval of
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this information was enhanced for use during exe cu ti on of
the tennis forehand.
R e la te d to the use of verbal information,
sugge ste d that the students'

Ad am s

(1971)

conscious control of mo vement

with verbal cues during the early stages of learning a
moto r skill helps them guide their performance.
to Adams'

(1971)

According

discussion of closed loop theory,

the

learner may develop a cognitive reference from wh ic h to
correct and detect errors with verbal self instructions,
despite a lack of instructor feedback.
the cues within Performer Self-Cueing

Therefore,
(PSC)

becau se

are ar ra n ge d in

order to be verba li zed during the pe rfo r ma nc e of the task,
learners are enco ura ge d to develop their own internal
reference.
Kendall

Furthermore,

(1990)

Kendall,

Hrycaiko,

Ma rt in &

argue that verbal par ti c ip at io n not only

pro mo tes the development of cognitive representations,
facilitates students'
into action.

but

translations of these r e pr ese nt ati ons

Both augmented,

movement

sequence feedback

and self-cu ei ng helped the students to un d er st an d what task
relevant

information was important du ring the early stages

of learning.
S elf -Cu ei ng

However,
(PSC)

the ver balized cues within Pe rfo rm er

also increased student

involvement and

pr o m p t e d the appropriate movements during ex ecu ti on of the
forehand g r o u n d s t r o k e .
Secondly,

the movement sequence results of the three

exp eri men ts suggest that self-cueing is e ffe cti ve for

students'

learning an open skill in a cont ro lle d and a

natural setting.

Open skills require a rapid tr ans la ti on

of information and response on the part of the student due
to the rapid succession of information available within a
natural setting
Furthermore,

(Nideffer,

students'

1981; Whiting,

1972,

1975.

attention to several sources of

information at once may be due to numerous movement
sequence parameters and task demands to address at once,
thus a pri ori ty is ne ed ed
a l ., 1991; Whiting,

1975).

(Populin,

et al,

1990;

Singer,

et

Through self-cueing the

students were e nc our ag ed to focus on the relevant task
information

(i.e. task demands and movement sequence

i n f o r m a t i o n ) , and to extract what was important for
learning.

The use of a p ri or it ize d sequence of five

movement cues

(Performer Self-Cueing)

appeare d to help

students focus attention during critical moments of their
pe rfo rmances

in controlled,

In other words,

as well as, natural settings.

students began to abstract and sequence

information important to the development of the ap propriate
movement patterns.
The students'

feedback statement results from

Experiments 2 & 3 was further evidence of the development
of the appropriate movements by the students whi ch use d the
se lf-cueing strategy.
(PSCF)

The Performer Self-Cueing group

neede d less feedback to adjust their movement

sequences than the Fe edback group during acquisition in

Experiments 2 & 3.

There were obvious differe nce s b e tw een

these respective groups concerning:
forward in Experiment

2,

(b) eyes focused on c on tac tin g the

ball in Experiments 2 & 3,
shoulder turn,
Therefore,

(a) tra ns fer of weight

and

(c) pe rpe nd ic ul ar hip and

and complete follow through in Ex pe rim ent

3.

using self-cueing may be able to help students

to extract the relevant information while p r e c ed in g
decisions or movements are bein g performed.

This idea is

comparable to the description some researchers have given
of a student learning the timing of movements and body
po si ti on in g against a standard
Populin,

Rose,

& Heath,

Whiting,

1969,

1975) .

1990;

(Carroll & Bandura,
Singer,

et al.,

In other words,

1990;

1991;

p e r fo rm in g open

skills requires that movements are pe rf orm ed rapidly,

with

the decision to focus on the relevant information bein g
even more rapid.

Performer Self-Cueing app ea red to give

the students a guide for adjusting their attention to wa rd
the sequence of movements required by the task.
words,

In other

the students were encouraged to not only learn each

component and its cue,

but also integrate how the cues and

the movements they were designed to prompt fit tog e th er to
result in the appropriate movement sequences.
Thirdly,

self-instruction research in ped agogy

(Bangert-Drowns,
1978)

et a l ., 1991; Dansereau,

1985; Weinstein,

concurs with Singer and his colleagues

Singer,

1980;

Singer & Gerson,

1981;

Singer,

(Anshel &
et al,

1989;

Singer et al,

1991),

learning process
learning.

that the students'

active role in the

is a necessary component for e nh anc in g

The present study has three points wh ich support

earl ie r research,
an important
strategies

in that,

ingredient.

the students'
First,

p a r t i c i p a t i o n was

two cognitive lea rning

(Advance Organizers and Perfo rme r Self-Cueing)

were si gnificantly better in comparison to two control
groups.

The students in Experiment

1 were req u ir ed to take

an active role in their learning because no augmented,
mo vem ent sequence feedback was provided.

Second,

the

sup erior movement sequence scores of the se lf- c ue in g groups
(PSC and PSCF)

in Experiments 2 & 3 reveal ed the con sis te nt

impact of se lf-cueing on learning,
augmented,

movement

with or without

sequence feedback.

Furthermore,

the

add iti on of self-cueing also led to more rapid learning,
e v id en ce d by significantly better movement
by the self-cu ei ng groups
le arn ing process,

(PSC and PSCF)

as

sequence scores

early in the

(i.e. during acquisition as well as

t es ti ng s e s s i o n s ) .
In conclusion,

the results from three ex per ime nt s

s ug ges te d that an attentional focusing strategy
Self-Cueing)
classes.

(Performer

can have a meaningful role in be g i n n i n g tennis

The students who used self-cueing co nsi s te nt ly

scored better on movement sequence scores than the other
groups.

Furthermore,

the outcome scores of the sel f- cu ei ng

groups were superior in Experiments

1 & 2.

However,

th ere

are two considerations for future research that examines
the role of self instruction in learning moto r skills.
First,

cognitive learning strategies such as PSC ne e d to be

examined.

For example,

cueing strategies,

tennis fo rehand cues used in this study,

similar to the

ne ed to be

de ve lop ed and tested with other tennis skills.
application may help to:

This

(a) determine what cues are

important across different skills,

and

(b) the extent to

which se lf-cueing can be beneficial in b e g i nn in g tennis
classes.

Second,

there is a need to examine cognitive

learning strategies while simulating the type of
information pr oc ess in g de manded in natural,
settings.

game-l ike

Few of these types of studies have been

co nd uct ed using complex skills within natural

settings,

yet

p r ac tit io ner s are pa rti cul ar ly interested in these
situations.

For instance,

an ex amination of subjects'

pe rf orm anc es during difficult drills simulating game play,
through:

(a) videotape recording analyses of movement

seguence performances,

(b) outcome scoring,

or

(c) won/loss

records against other students on pa rticular drills,

may

shed some light on the roles of specific strategies on
learning and performance.

Therefore,

nee d to ex te nd the attentional

there appears to be a

focusing research to

include:

other complex motor skills,

and/or natural

settings

in order to clarify the roles of attention ba se d

cognitive learning strategies on learning and performance.
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APPE N DI X A: EXTENDED RE VI EW OF LIT ERATURE
The Relative Effecti ven es s of
Two Cognitive Learnin g Strategies on Student A ch ie ve me nt
During Motor Skill Ac q ui si t io n
Introduction
Te aching sport skills is a prima ry object iv e of
phy sical educators
Siedentop,

1983;

(Graham,

Ziegler,

1987; Melville,

1987)

1988;

and the res ea rch indicates

that effective teachers devote a significant amount of
class time for:

(a) criterion trials or time on task

(Pieron,

(b) appropriate learning trials

1982),

& Landin,
1985,

1988; Buck,

1990),

(c)

Harrison,

& Bryce,

1986),

(d) class organization

Morford,

1988),

and

However,

Lee

Silverman,

specific feedback and de mon st ra t io n

(DeKnop,

1991).

1990;

(Ashy,

(Silverman,

(e) practice se quencing

Tyson &

(French et a l .,

it cannot be assumed that students will

learn simply because instructional and pr act ic e peri ods are
maximized
Donaldson,

(Lee,
1972;

Landin,

& Carter,

Singer,

1992;

Tul vin g &

1978; Weinstein,

1978).

Students

must at tend to the pr ese nta ti on and abstract the critical
information.

Therefore,

the respons ib ili ty for what is

learned from instruction lies with the teach er and student
(Chilicoat
Singer,

& Stahl,

1986;

1978; Weinstein,

Clasen,

Bertou & Lambert,

1978; Whiting,

1975).

1972;

This review

examines cognitive learning strategies which em pha siz e the
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students'

role in p ro ce ssi ng relevant task instructional

information.

Attention as a mediator of motor learning.

A theor y

which has a br o ad base of support among cognitive
researchers is that attention actively med iates motor
learning

(Broadbent,

1890;

Kahneman,

1970;

Norman,

1958; Deutsch & Deutsch,

1973; Keele,

1968;

Schmidt,

1973; Magill,
1988) .

1963;

James,

1980; Moray,

Many researchers have

at te mpt ed to describe the processes of attention and its
role in learning.

One viewpoint proposes that attent io n is

a flexible but limited set of resources from wh ich
conscious thought processes are selectively drawn
(Kahneman,

1973;

Keele,

1973; Moray,

1970) .

Therefore,

selective attention has been defi ned as an aspect of
informational p ro ce ss ing which enhances attention to
relevant

skill information

Schmidt,

1988) .

(Magill,

1980; Norman,

1968;

In order to determine the role of attention in
learning strategies,

the student's attentional capacity

must be taken into consideration.
capacity is governed by:
task,

and

A student's attentional

(a) the attentional demands of the

(b) the allocation of attention by the performer,

which is voluntary

(Kahneman,

1973).

Many moto r learning

researchers advocate that the typically large amount of
task related information available when pe rf or mi ng various
motor skills necessitates selective attention

(Kahneman,

1975; Nideffer,

1976,

1981;

Singer,

1978; Whiting,

and this varies with the nature of the activity
1972;

Poulton,

1957; Whiting,

1969).

Poulton

1975),

(Gentile,

(1957)

class if ied motor skills on an open to closed continuum,
depending upon the environmental context su rro un din g the
task.

In closed skills the environment is stable and

predictable,

whereas open skills are p e r fo rm ed under

un predictable environmental conditions.
charact er ize d by high speed activities,
and tennis,

In sports
such as baseball

there is limited time available to analyze

information.

Thus it is necessary to focus attention

accurately on the relevant and critical information,

and be

ready to perceive a part icu la r type of information as
quickly as pos sible

(Annette & Kay,

1956,

1976,

1973;

1966; Whiting,

1981;

1975).

Spaeth,

Therefore,

Treisman,

1957; Nideffer,
1969,

the capacity available for pr o ce ss in g is

regulated by an eva lua tio n of the relevant skill
information available,

and the intentions or limited

attentional capacity of the learner.
Learners can acquire the ability to ready their
selective intentions toward a skill's attentional demands,
then distribute attention toward relevant information or
cues at the expense of other cues
1976;

Whiting,

(Neumann,

1975; Williams & Sullivan,

1987; Nideffer,

1986).

However,

students in the be gi nni ng or cognitive stage of motor
learning

(Ragsdale,

1950)

process a considerable amount of
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information.

This is due to uncertai nt y over what

information is most relevant,
capacity to deal with other,
(Kahneman,

1973;

1973; Whiting,

perhaps

important information

1973; Nideffer,

1969,1975).

for a refinement
relevant

Keele,

and reduces their ability or

1976,

Additionally,

1981;

Spaeth,

there is a de mand

in attending and re sp onding to the

information or cues surrounding a pa r ti cu la r motor

task as the pe rformer progresses in skill level
1972; Norman,
Therefore,

1968;

Spaeth,

1973; Whiting,

(Gentile,

1975) .

a crucial skill in te aching or co aching is the

ability to teach students how to focus attention on
relevant task information,

then abstract and tr ans la te this

information into an effective action
1968; Whiting,

(Magill,

1980; Norman,

1975) .

Cognitive learning strategies.

Effective learning

strategies make the instruction more meaningful to the
learner and assist in directing attention to specific,
critical components of the task
& Underwood,

1985).

(Weinstein,

Learning strategies,

informational p ro ces si ng strategies,

1978; Weins tei n

or cognitive,

are techniques that

help students select their motor be havior while attending
to the present task

(Singer,

mod erate the storage,
related information

1978),

or in other words

retrieval and organization of task-

(Craik & Tulving,

1975).

Effective

learning strategies have also been defined as lear ner -b ase d
strategies associated with the promotion of attention and
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the efficient acquisition of relevant,
(Dansereau,

1978;

Singer,

1975) .

new information

There have be en many

cognitive learning strategies which have cha racteristics
similar to advance organizers and attentional

focusing.

Am o ng the cognitive learning strategies that have been
in ves tigated for use in the classroom setting are:
imagery,
words,
(c)

(a)

visual izi ng or putti ng the task into re cog nizable

(b) analyses of critical task concepts by students,

learning with the help of peers,

(d) mnemonics,

and

(e)

el aboration or parap hra sin g of relevant task inform at ion by
the student

(Dansereau,

1985; Weinstein,

learning literature has reported,
formation,

among others:

(a) goal

(c)

(b)

establi sh ed goals which are high and

selective attention,

learning to identify and

select relevant task information or cues,
action,

The motor

helping the student to un de rst an d the goals,

goal expectancy,
specific,

1978).

and

(d) a plan of

hierarchical structure of plans en abling correct

responses

(Singer,

1978).

Additionally,

in sports

situations wherein there is comparitively little time to
process information,

especially for beginners wi th a lack

of augme nte d feedback,

self-direction is a necessary

component of an effective cognitive learning strategy
(Landin,

Cutton & Macdonald,

1990;

Singer,

1978;

Ziegler,

1987).
Reports on the effects of various learning strategies,
on student learning appear often in the motor learning

literature
1982).

(e.g. Adams,

1987;

Singer,

1978; Weinberg,

A significant amount of motor learning re search has

e mp ha siz ed the study of teaching strategies such as:
the distribution of practice,
specific skills,
or instruction,
explana tio n
However,

or

(b) the repetition of

(c) various forms of augmen ted feedback

such as modeling,

(Adams,

(a)

1987;

Singer,

correction,

or

1978; Whiting,

1975) .

many cognitive learning strategies rela ted to

classr oom instruction are similar to those used in the
ac quisition of motor skills

(Singer,

the involvement of the learners'

1978) .

One example is

cognitions or learning

strategies ba se d upon critical cognitive concepts of motor
skills

(Melville,

1988;

Singer,

1978).

Similar cognitive

involvement has been recently rep orted in the a pp lie d motor
learning research,
literature,

but ov erlooked in the sport pe da g og y

despite the findings that these cognitive

concepts of skills can be taught to learners of all skill
levels

(Ausubel,

Melville,
Underwood,

1988;

1960,
Singer,

1968;

1978; Weinstein,

1985; Whiting,

Therefore,

Gallagher & Thomas,

1975;

Ziegler,

1984;

1978; W e i ns te in &
1987) .

in skill practice situations the learning

process has been found to be further en hanced by e mp loy in g
cognitive learning strategies
1982).

(Singer,

1978; Weinberg,

Simply emphasi zi ng the physical aspects of

learning,

or the teachers'

part in the learning process,

does not take full advantage of the students'

cognitive
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abilities

(Singer,

1978) .

without much thought
aspects of the skill.

Students may pra c ti ce the skills

concerning the critical,
Therefore,

cognitive

it appears that the use

of learning strategies is as important in mo t or skill
settings as they are in the classroom.
The pos iti ve effect of pe rf or me r directed,

cognitive

learning strategies on skill learning and pe r fo rm an c e has
be en a ck now le dge d in the motor learning literature
Corbin,

1972;

Weinberg,

Feltz & Landers,

1982).

1983; Richardson,

(e.g.

1967;

The most prevalent cognitive stategy

exa mi ne d in the motor learning literature is a mental
practice,

or imagery,

strategy.

Imagery has been de f in ed

as the rehearsal of an execution of a skill b efo re or after
a performance,
(Richardson,

and is devoi d of any mus cu lar movement

1967) .

Techniques have included:

a verbal description of the motor task,

(a)

(b) vi ew ing a

de m on st rat ion or videotape recording of the task,
v is ua li zi ng performances.

reading

and

(c)

Beginners in the cognitive stage

of mo tor learning have been found to benefit from mental
pr act ice p r o vi d ed that they have some exp erience with the
task,

and are made to audibly rehearse or act upon the

strategy which is bei ng examined,

to ensure construct

va li dit y and the ge ner aliz ability of the tec hniques
Wei nb er g & Jackson,

1980;

Weinberg,

1982) .

(Gould,

Clearly,

cognitive learning strategies have been shown to enhance
pe r fo rm an ce

irrespective of physical practice.

They
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actively involve the student in the learning process,
thereby ca pitalizing on their cognitive abilities.
The more recent mental practice research,
gene ra tin g some inconsistencies,

althou gh

still offers support for

the use of mental practice while learning moveme nt skills
(Andre & Means,
Hrycaiko,

1986/

Jowdy & Harris,

Martin & Kendall,

1990/

1990/ Wollman,

Kendall,
1986) .

Some

examples of the desirable characteristics of cognitive
learning strategy research are:

(a) an ex a mi nat ion of the

cognitive and ph ysiological mechanisms be h i n d imagery
(Andre & Means,
Harris,

1986/

Harris & Robinson,

1990/ Va n Guyn,

Wenger & Gaul,

1986/

1990),

Jowdy &
(b) the use

of this research in the field or real-life sports
situations

(Van Guyn,

et al.,

1990/ Wollman,

1986/

et a l ., 1990),

(c) a verification of the subjects'

use of imagery

(Wollman,

1986),

and pe rf orm er characteristics,

Kendall,
actual

(d) a control of the task
and

(e) the amount of active

or operative involvement in the strategy by the pe rf o rm er
(Wollman,

1986).

Therefore,

imagery research findings

suggest that improving certain characteristics of learners'
cognitive learning strategies,

such as active involvement,

are a significant ingredient in the motor learning process.
Rapid and efficient cognitive strategies are re qui red
when pe rf or mi ng open skills such as tennis

(Poulton,

1957).

Experts have been found to use specific cognitive
strategies for appropriate and efficient detection and use
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of relevant cues
1987;

Goulet,

Gomez-Meza,

(e.g. Doody,

Brad & Fleury,

1990) .

Huddleston,
1989; Wright,

Pleasants &

Bas ed upon information pr o ce ss in g

theories of selective attention,
make greater use,

Beavers & Austin,

experts are aware,

and

of relevant information or cues which are

redundant as a result of their experience with the mo tor
task

(Abernethy & Russell,

1987A).

Novice perf orm ers are

d is tr act ed by less relevant or mis leading cues and do not
notice and/or use relevant cues.

For example,

the novice

may focus on an opponent's whole body rather than on
specific segments and their relationships for p r e d ic ti ng
the direction of a shot in badminton or tennis
Russell,

1987B;

Goulet,

et a l ., 1989).

(Abernethy &

Therefore,

experts

typically reduce their processing load du ring the execution
of the task by responding earlier,
ignored by the novice,
functions

resulting in more time for output

(Abernethy & Russell,

a l ., 1990) .

and use of relevant cues

1987A,

1987B; Wright,

et

The characteristics of an expert's cognitive

strategies can be used as a guide for discov eri ng other
effective cognitive learning strategies.
Therefore,
focusing

(AF)

advance organizers

(AO)

and attentional

are discus sed in this review as two

categories of cognitive learning strategies which are
pr eferable because they include the following components:
(a) address the cognitive potential of performers,

(b)

actively involve the perfo rme r in the learning process,

(c)
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focus attention on the relevant information of specific
tasks,

(d) guide the learner during instruction

pr act ice

(AF), (e) bu il d upon previous

skill

(AO)

(AO), and

bo th include characteristics exhibited by experts.
(1968)

or
(f)

Ausubel

defines advance organizers as hie ra rchical sets of

concepts introduced and explained in advance of the lesson
which furnish conceptual anchorage in terms that are
already familiar to the learner.

Advance organizers are

also a cognitive learning strategy which has been emp lo yed
by teachers and students to direct attention t ow ar d
critical

information,

knowledge base
(1969,

1975)

and rely upon the student's ex ist ing

(Hartley & Davies,

1976).

Likewise,

Wh i tin g

pro po sed that attentional foc using is a

cognitive learning strategy designed to enhance a
perfor mer 's ability to accurately respond to the relevant
information
demands)

(i.e. movement sequence information and task

surrounding a pa rt icular skill.

Attentio nal

focusing has also been defined as a me tho d of selectively
inhibiting irrelevant

information from in terfering with the

execu tio n of the primary motor task
1973; Moray,

1970).

(Kahneman,

1975; Keele,

This review centers around the use of

these two strategies in learning situations.

Lea rn ing

situations are defined in this review as an examin ati on of
students'

progress toward successfully e xec ut ing a motor

skill and the relatively permanent effects from tra in in g or
pr act ice on learning,

since learning can only be inferred
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base d upon performance during practice.

However,

because

there is a significant amount of research conc er nin g the
use of similar cognitive strategies in p erf or man ce
situations,

the discussion of similar research and theory

is included in order to clarify the conclusions and
research hypotheses in this review.
follow,

In the sections to

the theoretical bases and research findings of each

learning strategy are examined in an effort to delineate
their relative effects on the skill learning process.
Adva nce Organizers
The following section discusses advance organizers as
a tea chi ng technique and cognitive learning strategy.
dis cussion will be centered around:
definition,

This

(a) basic theory and

(b) self-directed advance organizers,

and

(c)

rela te d verbal rehearsal theory.

Basic theory and definition.

The or ganization of

instruction into conceptual hierarchies

is heavily

influenced by the early advance organizer resear ch of
Ausubel

(1950).

Ausubel's work stimulated an interest

in

cognitive pr oc ess in g and the organization of me mo ry in
classroom,
have,

pedagogical

as a result,

research.

Many te aching di sciplines

organized the pre se ntation of conceptual

knowledge to students in the form of advance organizers.
Pro v id in g students with some type of advance org an ization
or "birds eye view" of new material has been found to
enhance learning in the classroom setting

(Hartley &
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Davies,

1976/

Lawton & Wanska,

1977; Ro senshine & Furst,

1971) .
Or ga niz ed instructional tasks,
organizers,

such as advance

can be viewed as a framework into whi ch

subsequent knowledge can be added

(Hartley & Davies,

1976) .

This has typically been accomplished by an introduction,
preface,

to the primary part of the lesson.

or

A dv anc e

organizers are more complex than overviews or int roductions
in that a conceptual framework is pr o v i d e d from which
students can clearly unde rst an d the subsequent task
(Alexander,
Ausu be l

Frankiewicz,

& Fitzgerald,

Hartley & Davies,

& Williams,

1962; Ausubel

1976; McEneany,

1979; Ausubel,
& Yousseff,

1990) .

1960;

1963;

P r e se nt ed

immediately prior to the primary part of the in structional
lesson,

advance organizers have "a high level of

abstraction,

generality and inclusiveness"

(Ausubel,

1969),

wh ic h provides a br oa d scaffolding on which to compile new
information.

The goal of advance organizers is to help a

learner fit new,

related information into p r e e x is t in g

cognitive structures.

Therefore advance organizers are

hi er archic structures of broad concepts which ev e ntu all y
house more discrete,

less general and exclusive

subconcepts .
Corkill,

Bruning & Glover

(1988)

p r ov id e d science

students with an advance organizer which co nsi ste d of
concepts

involving the use of models in studying
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astronomical phenomena.

This was followed by an un rel at ed

science chapter which contained models used to illustrate
important cues or concepts to students.

Subjects that used

an advance organizer h ad significantly higher scores on a
test of the science chapter,

in comparison to a control

group whi ch simply read the chapter.
Despite the abundance of advance organizer research in
the classroom setting

(e.g. Ausubel,

1977; McEneany,

there has been a minimal amount of

1990)

1960; Lawton & Wanska,

application in motor learning and sports settings.
(1990)

pro vides a brief,

and unique,

Vickers

perspe cti ve of advance

organizers as a cognitive learning strategy which helps
students focus on the concepts be hi nd the entire skill
before be gin ni ng to u nd er st and and apply its specific
parts.

Steps toward learning are taken,

organizer has been introduced,

once the advance

ba s ed upon more specific

aspects within the advance organizer's structure.

For

example,

the

considering this perspec ti ve in swimming,

concept of syn chronized breathing may be taught,

followed

by the specific skills necessary to enhance and practice
it;

in tennis,

taught,

the concept of weight transfer must be

followed by the specific footwork skills ne eded for

proper weight transfer practice.
An advance organizer may help performers to develop
and refine rules in selecting parameters for their movement
execution.

For example,

a student in tennis class may
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already have the gen er ali ze d motor pr og ra m and schema for
h it tin g a baseball
However,

(e.g. how to po sition the l i m b s ) .

there is a nee d to change different p ar a met ers for

hitt in g a tennis ball.

Thus,

refining the movement

selection base d upon the pr eviously learned baseball
movements,

in addition to the sensory consequences of the

new skill,

will help to develop a new rule or schema for

selecting the parameters.

The selection of param ete rs can

be ba sed upon the advance organizer which h el pe d the
student on the similarities between the new and pr ev iou sl y
learned skill.
Recent theoretical

support for advance organizers are

essent ial ly extensions of Ausubel's
scaffolding theory.

(1969)

early

Some pedagogical researchers have

hyp oth es iz ed that advance organizers provide heuristics
attending to various aspects of the main lesson,

for

and also

how the new information from the organizer relates to and
activates prior relevant information
Della ros a & Bourne,
Bromage

(1980)

retrieval aid,

1985; Derry,

(Anderson,

1984) .

1984;

Similarly,

May er &

suggest that advance organizers serve as a
are enco de d and retained in memory,

and

guide learners when recalling information.
Despite the logical and empirical support for the
theoretical bases for advance organizers

(e.g. Ausubel,

1960,

1977),

1962,

1968,

1980;

Lawton & Wanska,

further

investigation into the problems associated with advance
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organizer theory is needed
most

(Barnes & Clawson,

1975) .

The

frequently cited area of need is for the improvement

of reliable,

valid procedures for defining and d ev elo pi ng

advance organizers for use in many disciplines.

However,

de v elo pi ng rigid structures for advance organizers may be
c on tr ai ndi cat ed

(Lawton & Wanska,

1977),

since the

structure of advance organizers ne cessarily depends upon
the subject matter,
with the lesson

age of the learner,

(Ausubel,

Novak,

and familiarity

& Hanesian,

Self-directed advance organizers.

1978) .

Recent work with

advance organizers in classroom settings has focu sed on
increasing the learners'
rehearsal.

use of advance organizers thro ugh

Several cognitive theories imply that the

rehearsal of advance organizers may lead to increased
learning because of the enhanced pro ce ssi ng efficiency.
Rabinowitz

& Craik

(1986)

and Tulving

(1985)

cont end that

r ehe ars ed advance organizers serve to re-introduce the
le arning context during encoding at the time of retrieval,
for bot h recall and recognition.

Some researchers suggest

that the advance organizer re-introducing the learning
context may be the optimal environment for practice of a
motor skill because of the importance of similar learning
contexts

in acquisition and testing for enhancing

p er fo rma nce
Bransford,

(Barnett,
Franks,

Additionally,

Ross,

Schmidt & Todd,

Morris & Stein,

1979;

1973;

Lee,

1988) .

the same context for encoding and retrieval
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may be necessary because skills are specific and changing
the contexts may also change the underlying abilities
required for successful completion of the motor task
(Barnett,
1984).

et al.,

Indeed,

1973;

Hall,

1971; Kolers & Roediger,

par tic ula r cognitive structures can be

e nc our age d while others are di scouraged during practice,
and students learn how to process transfer appropriate
information

(Lee,

1988) .

Re hearsing the advance organizer

before a lesson implies that it also increases the active
rehearsal of relevant prior knowledge,
cognitive processes,
the upcoming task
Bullock & Dietzer,
1979;

or un de rl yin g

thereby enhancing retrieval

(Dellarosa & Bourne,
1990; Bransford,

Kolers & Roediger,

1985;

Franks,

for use in

Glover,
Morris & Stein,

1984) .

Self-dir ect ed advance organizers have been found to
enhance the full p ro ces si ng of information,
improved written test scores,

b a s e d upon

because the organizer was

rehearsed and the learning trials were spaced rather than
ma s s e d

(Dellarosa & Bourne,

1985) .

re hearsing advance organizers,

However,

despite

students have ty pic all y not

been required in early research efforts to actively involve
themselves

in applying organizers,

such as ha vi ng to

parap hr ase how advance organizers integrate with new,
critical
1988).

information

(Simmons,

Griffin,

and Kameenui,

Since the amount of cognitive effort is directly

related to the amount of information retained

(Craik &
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Tulving,

1975),

self-directed,

pa ra ph ra se d advance

organizers may encourage more learning activity,

but may

take additional study time on the part of the learner.
Therefore,

it appears that there is an abundance of

th eoretical support for the cognitive mec hanisms b ehi nd
advance organizers.

Self-dire cte d advance organizers are

an effective learning strategy since the learner becomes
actively involved and processes in formation more
efficiently.
Pedagogical researchers have improved recall abilities
by tra ining students to paraphrase advance organizers which
focus attention on integrating the critical relationships
bet wee n the organizer and the information in the lesson
(Corkill,
1975;

Bruning,

Levin,

1988).
critical

& Glover,

1988;

1976; Rowe & Paivio,

For example,

Levin,
1971;

McCab e & Bender,

Simmons et a l .,

advance organizers have hi g li gh te d

information onto flow charts to indicate the

hi erarchic relationships between critical concepts to
students before the lesson is p re se nte d
Simmons et a l ., 1988;
Additionally,

Yuill & Joscelyne,

(Levin,

1976;

1988).

the evidence suggested that the

di scr imi na tor y ability and recall of less skilled learners
was raised to the levels of skilled learners in contexts
that were familiar to both,

especially if the advance

organizers were described in a way that was familiar to the
student

(Corkill,

et a l ., 1988;

Levin,

et a l ., 1975;

Levin,
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1976;

Rowe & Paivio,

Joscelyne,

1971;

Simmons et a l ., 1988;

Yuill &

1988) .

Teachers or coaches could encourage more cognitive,
well as physical,

as

effort on the part of be gi n ni ng and

adv anced per formers by teachi ng students to b u i l d upon
pre v io us ly

learned skills.

Advance organizers can also be

us e d to draw upon the information processing,
contextual

schema and

similarities betw een new and pr ev io us ly

motor skills.

learned

The teach er instructing the student to

pa r ap hr as e and focus upon the relationships be tw ee n the
critical concepts in clu ded in the advance organizer and the
new motor skill lesson is an example.
instance,

The student,

for

may pa r ap hra se the relationships b et we en the

concepts of weight tra nsf er and shoulder turn in hi tt in g a
bas eb all

and apply t h e m in learning to stroke a tennis

ball.

Related verbal rehearsal theory.

Developm ent al

re searchers have hy po th es iz ed that verbally rehe ar sin g
critical information can "form an internal orient in g
response" that enhances the students'
critical
1946).

information

Levin,

(Goodwin & Lawrence,

Verbal m ed iat io n research

Be ac h & Chinsky,
1976;

1966;

Luria,

familiarity with the

Keeney,

1968),

(Reese,

1955; Kuenne,
1962; Flavell,

Canizzo & Flavell,

1967;

implies that requiring

pe r for me rs to rehearse critical information,
rehea rse d advance organizers,

such as

appears to prov id e a
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systematic plan of action for coping with the task
requirements by assisting the coding and storage of
in formation for future use

(Flavell,

Keeney,

1967;

Canizzo & Flavell,

However,

Beach & Chinsky,

Werner & Kaplan,

1966;

1963) .

research in motor and verbal development

indicates that children have difficulty with rehearsal
proce ss es

(Brown,

1975; Flavell,

Keeney,

Canizzo & Flavell,

Thomas,

1981).

Reese's

1967;

(1962)

Beach & Chinsky,
Levin,

1966;

1976; Win it he r &

deficiency theories as to

why children encounte re d these difficulties s ti mu la ted a
substantial amount of research to determine whether
chi ld ren rehearse,

but do not process the information,

(mediational deficiency)
(production deficiency)
Keeney,

or simply fail to rehearse
(Flavell,

Camizze & Flavell,

1967;

Beach & Chinsky,
Levin,

1966;

1976).

Kin de rg ar te n and first grade children were less likely to
spontane ou sly rehearse important information
a l ., 1966),

while Keeney et a l .,

(1967)

(Flavell et

found that tr ain in g

chi ldren to rehearse critical information improves their
recall ability.

Gallagher & Thomas

(1984)

were concer ned

about the quality of rehearsed motor skills,
in students aged 5-19.

and pra cti ce

They attempted to determine the

type of rehearsal strategy which would enhance the recall
of movement
organized,
mov em ent

sequences.

The results revealed that an

active rehearsal strategy resulted in the best

recall performances for all age groups.

The previous findings also lend some support for the
theory of Werner & Kaplan

(1963)

in that rehearsal,

come under the direct control of the learner,

can

and may be

used as an effective storage retrieval device by help ing to
organize and interrelate information.

By actively

co ntrolling their learning strategies students are able to
na rr ow their concentration toward the critical information
in the task.

Furthermore,

getting students actively

involved in the learning process may help th em pro ces s the
information at a deeper level and help to integrate new
information

(Barron,

1971;

Craik & Lockhart,

1972) .

Increasing the amount of cognitive effort re quired by
students,

such as par aph ra si ng the concepts of an advance

organizer and verbally,
it,

self-directing themselves thr oug h

implies that it may reinforce their pr oc es si ng

capabilities during verbal or motor task acquisition.
In summary,

the literature suggests that advance

organizers are a technique which can facilitate learning
and achievement in the classroom and sports field settings.
Advance organizers provide an organized,

conceptual

framework from which performers can clearly attend to,
and process critical task information.

add,

Res earch findings

in the classroom setting indicates that as a rehearsed
learning strategy,

self-directed,

advance organizers form a

guide for attending to the critical information in the
upc oming instruction ma ki ng the performer actively involved
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in the learning process.

Advance organizers appear to also

encourage the learner to process and relate new,
previ ou sly

learned skills by increasing their cognitive

effort thro ugh self-direction strategies.

However,

research in motor skill settings is limited
1990).

and

(Vickers,

Alt hou gh the results of cl assroom research are

promising,

additional research is n ee de d to clarify the

role of advance organizers in motor skill acquisition.
Attent ion al Focusing
This section presents a review of the literature
regard ing the effectiveness of attentional focusing as a
t ea ch in g/l ea rni ng strategy and how this strategy builds
upon the strengths of advance organizers,

such as

selectively attending to critical information.
centers on the:

(a) distribution of attention

in skilled performance situations,
strategy,

(c)

This review
(b)

attention

self-direction

(d) verbalization of critical information,

rel at ionship to augme nte d feedback,

and

(e)

(f) applied

research findings.

Distribution of attention.
environmental,

The large amount of

task information typically available when

learning various motor skills necessitates attentional
selectivity

(Nideffer,

1976/ Whiting,

attentional

focus of students,

width and direction

The

which is dic ta ted by the

attentional demands of various sports,
continuums,

1975) .

can be pl ac ed on two

(Maxeiner,

1987; Nideffer,
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1976,

1981) .

Width varies between a broa d or narrow focus

to w ar d available,

task-relevant information while direction

refers to wh et he r the students'

focus is:

(a)

internal,

t owa rd thoughts or limb movements essential to the task,
(b)

external,

or

toward environmental task-relevant

information.
However,

many sports containing open skills require

the perfo rme r to be flexible and constantly shift along
each of the continuums,

because many sports do not possess

one predominant demand for attention

(Albrecht & Feltz,

1987/ Maxeiner,

a golfer needs to

1987).

For example,

focus on a n arr ow and largely un changing task environment,
and ignore irrelevant information.
when dribb li ng down court,
environment,
attention.

The bas ketball player,

has a bro ad dynamic task

and is constantly changing the focus of
Res earch findings concerning open skill sports

such as ball games

(e.g. baseball and tennis)

have

d em ons tr ate d that equal amounts of br o ad and narrow,

or

internal and external aspects of attentional focus are
n eed ed to ef fectively process relevant information
(Albrecht & Feltz,

1987; Maxeiner,

1987; Nideffer,

1976,

1981).
The dis tr ibution of attention required for open skills
has typically been assessed through the subjects'
perfo rma nce s on a one or two task objective,
tasks being exe cuted simultaneously

with the two

(Maxeiner,

1987;

Populin,

Rose & Heath,

1990) .

Maxeiner

(1987)

ex a m i n e d the

d is tri bu tio n and focus of attention by compa rin g the
p er for man ce s of athletes from open and cl osed skill sports
on single and double-task
tests.

(concentration and rea ction time)

Differences between groups were obs er ve d during the

d oub le- ta sk test.

The open skill athletes

(tennis players)

were found to be superior to the cl osed skill athletes
(gymnasts)

because of their previous tra in i ng in

di st ri b ut in g their attention efficiently.

However,

the

lack of significant differences between groups on a si ng le 
task seemed to imply that the athlete is still r e qu ir ed to
focus and distribute attention ef fectively in order to
pr o ces s relevant single task information.
p e r f o rm in g motor skills,

Therefore,

when

regardless if they may be

cha ra ct er iz ed as open or closed,

it is important to focus

attention on the relevant information available.

Sports

ch ar ac te ri ze d by open skills may require a b r oa de r range of
attention requirements,

but strategies which have be en

found to encourage the learner to focus attention
e ffi cie nt ly suggests that they could be emp l oy ed by a
va r iet y of performers

involved in many types of sports.

Attention in skilled performance situations.
le arning researchers
P alm er & Savelsbergh,

(e.g. Populin,
1989)

et a l ., 1990;

Mo tor
Davids,

have expand ed the the ories of

attention dis tribution by examining the specific role of
vision in catching and/or hitting an object.

P o pu lin et

a l .,

(1990)

tried to explain the reasons for errors

in

catching an object when vision is not rest ric ted for high
and low skilled subjects.
catch an incoming ball,

Subjects were ins tr uct ed to

and during some trials also throw

the ball at a target b a s e d upon a light stimulus given
while the ball was bein g caught.

Overall,

the hi ghly

skilled subjects p e rf or me d better than the low skilled on
the dual task test.

An ex amination of the results

indicated that the subjects were required to use all of
their attentional resources for catching in some instances,
regardless of skill level.

The errors for all subjects

app eared to be due to po si tio ni ng the hand in the correct
spot to catch the ball,

not due to gr asping for the ball,

when both the catching and light oc curred t em po ral ly close
in succession.
Davids,

et a l .,

(1989)

ex pan de d the theory of vision

as a governor of eye-han d coordination.

Davids us ed a

tennis volley task under full and occluded visual feedback
conditions,

with different

levels of skilled subjects.

No

differences were found with respect to skill level.
Var ia tio ns in levels of visual occlusion did not lead to
dif ficulties with arm and racquet p os it ion in g at two
different ball

speeds.

Davids,

et a l . (1989)

h yp ot h es iz ed

that ball catching is more reliant on vision and may
require a finer margin of error than volleying.

However,

an incoming ball at faster speeds or with various types of
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spin may alter the need for vision in volle yin g or striking
an object.

This variance necessitates that performers

acquire the ability to focus attention on the incoming ball
to detect its pos si bl e speed and spin thro ugh contact.
The attentional demands required by various mot or
skills has also been clarified by a series of motor
learning studies whi ch examined the per ceptual strategies
and cues used by expert and novice per formers
Russell,
Austin,

1987A,
1987;

1986; Wright,

1987B; Doody,

Huddeleston,

(Abernethy &

Beavers &

Goulet et a l ., 1989; Williams & Sullivan,
et al.,

1990).

These studies have h e l p e d to

examine the specific strategies and cue usage of expert
versus novice per for mer s in game situations and from
performers'

analyses of videotaped recordings.

The quality

of information used by the expert appeared to be a de ciding
factor between the groups
Goulet,

et a l ., 1989;

(Abernethy & Russell,

Wright et a l ., 1990).

1987A;

Dynamic

displays such as on videotape and in sport settings he lpe d
to accentuate the differences
Doody,

et a l ., 1987).

(Borgeaud & Abernethy,

1987;

The rapid and sop his ti cat ed

strategies used by experts took advantage of redundant cues
ignored by novices.

For example,

experts took advantage of

spatial and temporal characteristics of the opponents'
racquet position b efo re they struck the object to predict
stroke force,

spin or depth,

whereas,

novice per formers

seemed to be dist rac te d by less relevant or m i s l ea di ng cues
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or sources of information.

Additionally,

experts were

better at linking the specific cues or sources of
information together,
inherent

in the task

when considering their relationships
(Goulet et a l ., 1989).

The ability to

focus attention on critical information is important to
per formers of all skill levels.

Performers ne e d to know

the critical cues which are available in order to perfo rm
their skill with a high degree of success.

Therefore,

cognitive learning strategies which facilitate or encourage
performers,
critical

regardless of skill

level,

to at tend to

cues during a pe rformance may improve their skill

in attending,

and take advantage of the quality of the

available task related information.

Self direction strategy.

Attent io nal focusing is

important when learning sport skills due to the necessity
for selectively attending to a variety of internal and
external

information surrounding a par ticular task

(Boutcher & Crews,
Melville,
Ziegler,

1987; Eysenck,

1988; Weinberg,
1987) .

1982;

1982; Whiting,

Furthermore,

important aspects of this strategy
Norman,

1969,

1975;

1968;

Ziegler,

Spaeth,
1987).

1969,

1972;

1975;

teaching the learner ho w to

abstract the necessary information,

1988;

Gentile,

may be the most
(Magill,

1973; Weinberg,

1980; Melville,
1982; Whiting,

Sports involving open skills

require learning to organize movement plans accord in g to
the variant

information cues

(Gentile,

1972; M a g i l l , 1980;

Ill
Whiting,

1969,

1975).

This includes the ability to

organize a multitude of movements into specific
spatial/temporal patterns

(Lashley,

1951).

Essentially,

the perfor mer needs to selectively attend to stimuli
specific to the task in order to actively formulate an
effective movement plan

(Gentile,

1972) .

Pro cessing capacity may be limited during a
pe rf orm an ce when focusing attention on the critical aspects
of the task
Whiting,

(Johnston & Dark,

1969,

1975;

Ziegler,

1986; Nideffer,
1987).

1976,

Additionally,

1981;
the

constantly changing cues available to the p e r f or me r further
complicate the abstraction of critical feedback from an
instructor while per for mi ng certain motor tasks
skills).

For example,

(e.g.

open

learners may be unsure what is right

or wrong since their movements change from trial to trial.
Consequently,

it is important when per fo rm in g open skills

for learners to be self-directed in learning to focus their
attention on the important cues available
Russell,
Norman,

1987B;
1968,

1980; Whiting,

Boutcher & Crews,

1969; Weinberg,
1972;

Ziegler,

(Abernethy &

1987; Melville,

Gould,

Jackson & Barnes,

1987) .

Verbalization of critical information.
critical

V e r b al iz i ng

information during the performance of the motor

task is a form of attentional focusing.

This is different

from advance organizers which are conceptual
critical

1988;

frameworks of

information verbally rehearsed before instruction.
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Both advance organizers and attentional focusing prompt
active involvement and may help to integrate previo us
information,

leading to improved p ro ces si ng and learning of

perti nen t information.

The ver bal iza ti on of critical cues,

whi ch is one form of attentional focusing,

is a learning

strategy that can be taught to all age groups

(Melville,

1988) .
Attentional focusing techniques are con si de re d to be
active,

cognitive learning strategies because they are

learner ba se d procedures associated with the m a n i p u la ti on
of information

(Craik & Lockart,

1972; Dansereau,

Schmidt,

1988;

Tulving & Donaldson,

Whiting,

1969;

1972).

At tentional

1985;

1972; Weinstein,

1978;

focusing tec hn iqu es are

cognitive learning strategies similar to those use d in the
classr oo m in that bot h guide the acquisition,
retention,

organization,

and retrieval of critical

information through verbal rehearsal
1972;

Craik & Tulving,

Ac co rd in g to Adams'
theory,

storage,

1975;

(1971)

(Craik & Lockart,

Tulving & Donaldson,

1972).

discussion of closed loop

the learner may develop a cognitive reference from

which to correct and detect errors with verbal self
instructions,
Furthermore,

despite a lack of instructor feedback.
this strategy may facilitate the learner's

selection and evaluation of movement pa rameters similar to
advance organizers.

However,

attentional

focusing may be

more effective in de veloping an internal refernence and in
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selecting the appropriate movement pa ra meters since it is
used during the execution of the motor task.

Performers

verb al izi ng cues which co rrespond to critical cues relevant
to the motor task are pro vi de d with a guide,
coordi nat ion of specific body segments.

c on cer ni ng the

For example,

saying the cue " st ep ," will provide learners with an
immediate guide and source of feedback as to when and how
they should transfer their weight during a performance.
Finally,

Weinstein

(1978)

suggests that the instructor can

te a ch the student how to utilize attentional focusing
strategies and,

like rehea rse d advance organizers,

move the

cognitive domain of motor skill learning under the
systematic control of the learner.

Relationship to augmented feedback.
attentional

focusing technique may also be d e ve lo pe d for

use as self-instruction,
similar to augmented,
(augmented,

A s el f- dir ec ted

b as ed on relevant task information

movement sequence feedback

movement sequence f e e d b a c k ) .

Learners will

have less to infer and abstract if given mov ement sequence
information

(Adams,

1985;

1987).

Therefore,

attentional

focusing further facilitates attention to critical movement
sequence cues pre vi ous ly menti one d by the instructor,

and

aids the development of movement plans for moto r tasks
(Gentile,

1972; Melville,

1988).

The role of augmented,

movement sequence feedback

during motor skill pra ctice has considerable theoretical

and empirical support
1972;

Gentile,

Siedentop,

1972;

1983;

(Adams,
Graham,

Schmidt,

1968; Wallace & Hagler,

1985,

1987; Del Rey,

1987; Melville,

1988;

1979) .

Singer,

1988;

1978;

Skinner,

Many motor learning

researchers have t he ori ze d that augmented,

movemen t

sequence feedback or knowledge of p erf or man ce
au gm ent ed outcome feedback

1971,

(KP), versus

(knowledge of results,

KR) , may

be the critical information needed to enhance pe rfo rm a nc e
be c aus e outcome feedback is readily available in m a n y sport
settings
Quinn,

(Adams,

1985; Newell & McGinnis,

Sparrow & Walter,

For example,

1985;

Newell,

1983; Wallace & Hagler,

1979).

a student can clearly see the outcome of a

foul shot without assistance from a teacher or coach,
mov ement sequence information,

unless augmented,

while

is not

easily discernable.
Typical sport settings often limit in struction because
of the class size or time constraints.
pra ctice without augmented,

Thus,

students may

movement sequence feedback,

(a) a referent for detection and correction,

and

specific movement param ete r value information.
may be inefficient mechanics,
learned skills,
Schmidt,

1988;

Consequently,
critical

(b)
The results

interference from pr ev io us ly

even a lack of motivation
Shulman & Keislar,

1966;

self-dir ect ed attentional

(Adams,

Skinner,

1971;
1968) .

focusing may be

in getting students actively involved in the

learning process.

or

Such techniques include te ach ing
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learners how to identify and selectively a tt en d to critical
information,

which improves the efficiency of information

pro c es si ng and the selection of a motor response in
settings de void of augmented,

movement sequence feedback.

Applied research findings.

The work of several motor

learning researchers has revealed that various
directed,

se lf 

attentional focusing techniques or strategies can

differen ti ate between more and less successful perf orm ers
in various sports and center around:
strategies,
cueing

(b) cue arrangements,

(Beitel,

1983;

(a) mo tiv ational

and

(c) per fo rm er self-

Boutcher & Crews,

Weinberg,

& Jackson,

McFatter,

1987; We inberg et a l ., 1980; Wilkes

1984;

Ziegler,

1980; Richards,

1987;

1987).

1985;

Gould,

Tynes &
& Summers,

The following category of

p e rf or ma nce situation studies functions as a theoretical
foundation for the further application of attentional
focusing techniques to acquisition situations in cluded in
the next two categories.
The first category of attentional
mot ivational
muscle

strategies,

focusing,

focusing is

such as prepar ato ry arousal and

which have enhanced perfo rma nce s in

we ig ht li ft in g tasks
Tynes & McFatter,

(Gould,

Weinberg,

1987; Wilkes & Summers,

Pr e pa rat ory arousal,

1980;

1984) .

or "psyching-up" was found to achieve

the highest performa nc e levels.
betw ee n each lift,

& Jackson,

During a rest p er io d

subjects were told to "emotionally
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charge-up...
up"

getting mad,

(Gould et a l ., 1980,

aroused,
p.

p um pe d up and/or charged

331).

However,

the muscle

focusing technique consisted of concentrating on the
specific muscles n eed ed for the task.
interval between trials,

During the rest

subjects were told to block out

all outside thoughts and concentrate on the internal
feelings of the muscles they would be using du ring the
lift.

The findings revealed that these m ot iv ati ona l

strategies were effective for enhancing the per fo r ma nc es of
wei ghtlifters at all skill levels.
The second category of attentional focusing,

a self

di re cte d arrangement of critical cues pa rt ic ula r to the
specific motor task,

has been shown to enhance le arning and

pe rf or m an ce in the absence of instruction
Bou tcher & Crews,
1980).

Beitel

directed,

1987; Richards,

(1983)

(Beitel,

1983;

1985; Wei nb erg et al.,

examined the effectiveness of se lf 

critical cue arrangement on the ac quisition of

soccer ball ma nipulations by having performers

focus their

attention on the following elements during execution of the
task:
shot],

(a) knowledge of results

(KR)[the outcome of the

(b) knowledge of performance

(c) com bi ned KR and KP,
without a f o c u s ] .

and

(KP)[body p o s i t i o n ] ,

(d) control group

[performed

All groups were also crossed with the

pre se nce or absence of viewing videotape recordings.
Attent io nal
the most

focusing

(a,b,

and c overall)

important variable,

was found to be

in contrast to videotape
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viewing,

as me as u re d by en hanced perform an ce and

consistency of per fo rma nc e
movement with the ball,

(goal attainment,

interactive

and time of p e r f o r m a n c e ) .

The

combined condition was best for achieving efficient
performances,

which supports the theory of Gentile

(1972)

con cerning the use of augmented KP and KR for effective
motor learning.
The effect of a similar cue arrangement techni qu e on
the bowl ing acquisition and perfor man ce of b e g in ni ng and
adv anced bowlers was examined by Richards

(1984) .

Subjects

were assigned to one of four groups depending upon the cue
source:
(c)

(a) the movement outcome,

their image on camera,

and

(b) the mo vem en t itself,

(d) no- tr eatment

The results revealed that the accuracy
areas on or between the pins)

( co nt rol ).

(hitting the correct

of the beg in ni ng and ad va n ce d

players was most improved by first focusing on movement
outcomes and then the movement itself.

However,

no

significant differences were found between groups
co nc erning accuracy or pinfall performance.
desi gn ate d beginn in g and advanced groups,
p e r fo rm ed similarly.

Consequently,

Despite the

all subjects

both skill levels of

subjects were still learning a significant amount of new
bo w lin g skills betw een the beginn in g and conclusion of the
study,

which may have clouded the findings of no

significant differences.
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The effect of a preshot,

self-directed,

cue

arrangement strategy on the putti ng per fo rma nce of highly
skilled golfers was exp lo red by Boutcher & Crews

(1987) .

The strategy emp loy ed by the two experimental groups
and female)

(male

co nsisted of focusing upon specific mec han ic al

cues and actions necessary for a successful golf putt.

The

focusing strategy was mo dif ie d to accomodate idiosyncracies
of the subjects.

For example,

each subject e s t a bl is he d a

pr ef er re d number of practice strokes or glances at the
hole,
putt.

and then ver bal iz ed the word "flow" to initiate the
Both experimental groups increased p ut tin g time

consiste nc y and decreased pu tt ing movement sequence
variability.

The female experimental group also improved

pu t ti ng scores.

The authors concluded that the routine

reduc ed superfluous information,
set,

p r ov id ed the proper mental

and reduced the tendency to view the putt as a

combination of insignificant parts.

Subjects were able to

focus attention on the relevant task information while
ignoring extraneous available task information.
Weinberg,

Gould,

Jackson & Barnes,

(1980)

sel f- dir ec ted strategies such as imagery,
statements,

ex am in ed

self-efficacy

and cue arrangement on the p erf orm an ce of

tennis serves by be gin ni ng and advanced players.
arrangement

The cue

strategy required subjects to focus their

attention on the critical cues or parts of the tennis
du ring execution,

i.e.

toss,

backswing,

contact,

and

serve
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follow-through.

The subjects were told to bloc k out all

irrelevant thoughts not pe rt ai nin g to the serve,
prompt themselves to concentrate on each cue.

then to

However,

there was no me th od indicated for verify in g the subjects
use of the cue arrangement strategy.

No significant

differences were found betw een the control and exp er imental
groups.

Additional practic e may have been ne ede d to reveal

the true differences be tw ee n strategies and learning
development differences,

since subjects only p er f o r m e d a

total of 40 trials.
The ability to focus attention on the relevant task
information or cues is partic ula rl y important while
learning and pe rf or min g open skills
1969,

1975),

(Spaeth,

1973; Whiting,

because of the motor task demands and

or gan ization of the movement sequences.

Four reports in

the literature suggest that improvements in attentional
focusing abilities may be beneficial to the acq ui sit ion and
pe rf or ma nc e of open motor skills
Cutton & Macdonald,
1991;

Ziegler,

attentional

1990;

1987).

Landin,

Therefore,

(Cutton,
Cutton,

1989;

Landin,

& Macdonald,

the third category of

focusing pertains to the usefulness of this

strategy for learning an open motor skill.
Ziegler
stimulus

(1987)

de scr ib ed the eff ectiveness of a

self-cueing strategy,

attentional

focusing,

groundstrokes.

a category of self-directed,

on the acquisition of tennis

The strategy consisted of the students
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verbal ly cueing themselves on relevant task stimuli,
as the incoming ball's position.

such

Ziegler h y p o t he si ze d that

this pr oce du re in an environment devoid of instructor
feedback could enhance skill acquisition.

Du ri ng the

sessions in which baseline data were collected,

subjects

were told by an instructor to "concentrate" or "watch the
ball" while executing forehand and b ac kh an d g r o u n d s t r o k e s .
Du ri ng intervention,

the subjects were told to focus their

attention on the appropriate stimuli and verbal ize cues
pe r ta in in g to stimuli critical to groundstroke performance.
Fe ed bac k from the instructor was disc ont in ued during
intervention.

Each cue corresponded to the stimuli of one

phase of the stroke.

Therefore,

the per formers att end ed to

the stimuli and cued themselves in the following phases:
(a) ball tracking,
ball contact,

"ball,"

"hit," and

(b) ball pathway,

(d) preparation,

"bounce,"

"ready."

(c)

The

results revealed significant increases in the subjects
per fo rm an ce s during intervention.

Ziegler c onc lud ed that

verbal cueing techniques may help beginners to acquire open
skills by focusing their attention upon the relevant
information,

such as the ball,

available in the open skill

context.
The effectiveness of a cueing strategy somewhat
similar to Ziegler
movement

(1987),

but base d upon augmented,

sequence feedback was te sted by Cutton

using the forehand volley in tennis as the task.

(1989),
Du ri ng
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the intervention phase of the study all eight subjects
verb ali zed the following cues

(performer self-cueing,

which cor responded to specific,
volley:

(a) preparation,

"ball,"

(c) turn and step,

"punch," and

PSC)

critical parts of the

"ready,

" (b) ball pathway,

"turn,"

(d) ball contact,

(e) eyes on contact point,

"head down."

The

results indicated that PSC en hanced the outcome pe rf or ma nce
of three subjects.

Additionally,

vide ota pe d analyses

reveale d that four subjects showed m ar ked improvements in
movement

sequence scores during the intervention phase.

Base d upon improvements across subjects,

they ap pea re d to

un d er sta nd more clearly what task information was important
for learning and perf orm in g the skills correctly while
using self-direction.
The effectiveness of a PSC procedure similar to Cutton
(1989)

was t est ed with female varsity tennis players using

the tennis overhead as the task
Macdonald,

1990).

(Landin,

Cutton &

During the baseline phase players

p e rf or me d an overhead drill as part of their normal
pr ac tic e routine,
movement

and were pr ovi de d with augmented,

sequence feedback.

Two cues ver ba li z ed during the

intervention phase by the players,
corr es po nd ed to specific,
smash.

The first cue

(using the same drill)

critical parts of the ove rhead

"set-up" was de signed to prompt the

proper body po sition and racquet preparation.

This cue was

ve rb al iz ed by the subjects immediately upon seeing the lob.
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The second cue "hit" was used to prompt careful t r ac ki n g of
the ball,

and was ve rbali zed as near as possibl e to the

moment of contact.
improvements

The results revealed significant

in outcome scores and movement sequence scores

during the intervention phase of the study.
Con ti nui ng this line of research,
M a cd on al d

(1991)

Landin,

Cutton &

exa mined the effectiveness of a PSC

strategy using the tennis return of serve as the task.

The

bas el ine phase involved the players pe r fo rm in g the return
of serve drill regularly used in practice.

Two cues were

de si gn ed for use during the intervention phase which
co r re sp on de d to the critical parts of the task.

The first

cue "forward" was designed to prompt the players to turn
their shoulders perp end ic ula r to the net and move
diag on all y toward the net.
serve was struck.

This cue was ve rb al ize d as the

The second cue "hit" was de si g ne d to

induce players to visually track the ball into the contact
zone and was ve rb al ize d as near to the moment of contact as
possible.

The PSC technique led to significant

improvements in players'
scores.

Therefore,

outcome and movement sequence

bas ed upon the results of the two

p r ev iou sl y discussed studies,

significant learning of the

critical task and/or movement sequence information was
evident while using PSC despite the high level of initial
skill of the subjects.
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Thus,

an attentional

focusing technique is a clearly

organi zed learning strategy which performers of all skill
levels can actively use to guide the pr oc ess in g of relevant
task information.
the performers'

This cognitive strategy appears to help

development and execution of mo tor plans by

verbally pr ovi di ng a guide for the critical parts of a
motor task.

PSC is parti cul ar ly effective when time and

capacity for information is limited b ecause it pro vid es

for

the active involvement of the performer toward critical
information during the execution of the task.
Conclusion
Finally,

the pr ob le m of deciding when to use one or

bo th of the strategies discussed in this review is
addressed.
findings,

This section provides a brief summary of the
that is, the strengths,

weaknesses,

and

similarities of the strategies reviewed.
A dv anc e organizers appear to be most useful

in

situations or contexts requiring a conceptual framework
that per formers can subsequently use to help clarify the
new task.

The new task can then be integrated into the

ex ist ing knowledge and skills already pos se ss ed by the
performer.

Ba sed on schema theory,

advance organizers

appear to hi era rc hic all y organize the new motor plan
relative to pre vi ous ly acquired knowledge and skill.
Evi dence from pedagogical research suggests that s e l f 
di re ct ed advance organizers,

which require the learner to
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p a ra phr as e the organizer and integrate new information with
the ex isting knowledge core,

can enhance the achievement of

learners at all skill levels.

The perfor me r can be made

aware of what critical concepts are important by h avi ng
them recite and para phr as e the similarities betwe en
pr ev io us ly learned and new information.

Overall,

the high

degree of learner involvement required by advance
organizers qualifies th e m as an effective cognitive
learning strategy.

However,

a limited amount of res earch

con cer nin g advance organizers has been comple te d in the
moto r skill learning domain.

Therefore,

additional

research is needed in order to accurately deter min e the
u nd er lyi ng cognitive mec hanisms behind,
of,

and ef fec ti ven es s

advance organizers in sport settings.
Attenti ona l

focusing

(e.g. PSC)

appears to be suited

for many motor task situations,

pa rti c ul ar ly where

a ug men te d feedback is lacking.

Attentio na l

focusing is

de f ine d as a learning strategy which clarifies and
organizes the relevant

information for the learner during

the perfor man ce of the task.

However,

upon pr ee xi st in g knowledge and skills,

it does not bu ild
but rather is ba s e d

upon relevant task information typically p ro v id ed by an
instructor.

Concurrent feedback from the teacher may or

may not be available.

Learners,

regardless of skill level,

have been found to enhance their learning and pe rfo rm anc e
by verbally cueing themselves through the critical phases
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of a motor task.

Perhaps,

PSC is p ar ti cul arl y effect ive

when there are time and attention capacity constraints,
be c aus e of the attention toward task demands and the
variety of movements required.

Therefore,

there are two

aspects of PSC which sets this strategy apart.

First,

the

p e rf or me r is enc ou ra ge d to be actively inv olved in the
acquisit io n process bo th during instruction and while
per f or mi ng a p ar t icu lar motor skill.

Secondly,

pe r fo rm er s

also have a guide for developing their movement pla ns of
action,

since cues are ver balized during critical phases of

the performance.
Overall,

the techniques or strategies di sc us se d

pos i ti ve ly influence the te ac hin g/ lea rni ng process.
A dv anc e organizers and PSC are self-dire ct ed strategies
whic h actively involve the performer in the learning
process;

and they are not exclusively part of the teache r' s

role in the learning process.

Three conclusions can be

drawn b a s e d upon an examina tio n of the relative
e ff ec tiv en ess of the three techniques discussed:
techn iq ues provide organized,

(a) both

clear instruction to enhance

learners of all skill levels in the pr oc ess in g and
acqu is iti on of important task related information,

(b)

advance organizers bu il d upon prev iou sl y learned
in formation and help guide the learner through instruction,
and

(c) PSC is perhaps most effective because of its use as

a guide or referent of movement sequence accuracy for the

per f or me r during instruction and practice,
envir on men ts which lack augmented,
feedback.

despite task

movement sequence
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APP ENDIX B: AO FO R BASEBALL SCRIPT
1. The ready po sition consists of

(a) the b at tin g

grip: with dominant hand above the non -d ominant hand,
wrap fingers around the grip and slide hands together,
without overlapping,

and

(b) the Hip & Shoulder turn:

turn shoulders perp en dic ula r to the pitcher's mo u n d
and keep weight spread evenly between both feet,

while

cocking the wrist and holding the bat be h i n d the head
with hands at shoulder height."
2. The weight transfer is the transfer of weight from
the rear foot to the foot closest to the mo u n d
foot)

(front

with a step forward.

3. Keeping your eyes on the contact area is also
important.

Upon transfer of weight to the front foot,

contact the ball opposite the front foot
front of the plate)

(off the

at around waist height.

the wrist upon contact,

Uncock

and swing in a horizontal

plane while watching the ball make contact wi t h the
bat

(keeping the eyes on the contact area mo me nt ari ly

after c o n t a c t ) .

4 . Finally,
your swing.

the follow-through is the completion of
Following contact the swing finishes at

least head height on the non-dominant arm,
body.
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side of the

APP E ND IX C: AO FOR RACQUETBALL FOREHAND SCRIPT
1. The ready position consists of the eastern for ehand
grip,

handshake grip with:

(a) V formed from thu mb and

index finger on the top bevel of the racquet grip,
a trigger index finger and

(b)

(c) the thumb p oi n t i n g

straight down on the back plate of the grip.
Additionally,

the feet are shoulder width apart,

knees slightly bent,
the feet,

with

weight is forward on the balls of

and the racquet is held in front of the

body.
2. The hip and shoulder turn means t ur nin g your hips
and shoulders perpendi cul ar to the front wall:

(a)

pivot on and transfer weight to the rear foot while
bri n gi ng the racquet back,

and

(b) cock the wrist back

until the racquet head points to the rear wall.
3. The weight transfer is the transfer of weight from
the rear foot to the foot closest to the front wall
(front foot)

by stepping forward at a 45 degree angle,

after hip and shoulder turn.
4. Keeping your eyes on the contact area is also
important.

Upon transfer of weight to the front foot,

contact the ball opposite the front foot at
approxim at ely knee height.
contact,

Uncock the wrist upon

while watching the ball make contact with the

racquet.
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5. Finally,
your swing.

the follow-through is the co mpletion of
Fo llo wi ng contact the racquet swing

finishes at least head height on the non- dom in ant arm,
side of the body.

APP E ND IX D: AO FOR BADMINTON FOREHAND SCRIPT
1. The ready pos iti on consists of the eastern for eh and
grip,

handshake grip with:

(a) V formed from thumb and

index finger on the top bevel of the racquet grip,
a trigger index finger and

(b)

(c) the thumb po int in g

straight down on the back plate of the grip.
Additionally,

the feet are shoulder width apart,

knees slightly bent,
the feet,

with

weight is forward on the balls of

and the racquet is held in front of the

body.
2. The hip and shoulder turn means turni ng your hips
and shoulders perpend icu la r to the net:

(a) pivot on

and transfer weight to the rear foot while bri ng in g
the racquet back,

(b) cock the wrist and br i ng the

racquet back until the head points to the rear.
3. The weight transfer is the tr ansfer of weight from
the rear foot to the foot closest to the net
foot)

(front

by stepping forward at a 45 degree angle,

after

hip and shoulder turn.
4. Keeping your eyes on the contact area is also
important.

Upon transfer of weight to the front foot,

contact the ball opposite the front foot at
approximately waist height.
wrist upon contact,

Rotate and uncock the

while watching the shuttle into

the strings of the racquet.
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5. Finally,
your swing.

the follow-through is the com pletion of
Fo ll owi ng contact the racquet swing

finishes at least head height on the non- dom in ant arm,
side of the body.

APPE ND IX E: TENNIS FOREHAND SCRIPT
1. The ready post ion consists of the eastern forehand
grip,

a handshake grip with:

(a) a V formed from thumb

and index finger on the top bevel of the racquet grip,
(b) a trigger index finger and

(c) the thumb po in ti ng

straight down on the back plate of the grip.
Additionally,

the feet are shoulder width apart,

knees slightly bent,
the feet,

with

weight is forward on the balls of

and the racquet is held in front of the

body.
2. The hip and shoulder turn means turn ing the hips
and shoulders perpendi cul ar to the net:

(a) pivot on

and transfer weight to the rear foot while bri n gi ng
the racquet back,

(b) bring the racquet back with a

firm wrist until the head points to the rear fence.
3. The weight transfer is the transfer of weight from
the rear foot to the foot closest to the net
foot)

(front

by stepping forward at a 45 degree angle,

after

hip and shoulder turn.
4. Keeping your eyes on the contact area is also
important.

Upon transfer of weight to the front foot,

contact the ball opposite the front foot at around
waist height.

Keep the wrist firm upon contact,

while

wat ching the ball make contact with the racquet.
5. Finally,
your swing.

the follow-through is the co mpletion of
Follo win g contact the racquet swing
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finishes at least head height on the non -d ominant arm,
side of the body.

A P PE ND IX F: A DV ANC E O RG AN IZE R GROUP SCRIPT
"Since you all have had experience with either
racquetball,

baseball,

or badminton,

I am going to first

present the critical aspects of a forehand,
swing,

de pen di ng upon your experiences

or ba se ba l l

(see Ap p en di ce s A-C

for the part icu lar characteristics of AO c o m p o n e n t s ) .
There are five components to consider
me n t i o n i n g in s u c c e s s i o n ) .

(demonstrate while

[Instructors will fill in the

pa r t ic ul ar characteristics of each component from the
baseball,

racquetball,

or badmin ton scripts,

each subject's experience.]

First,

de pe nd in g upon

the ready postion.

Second,

hip and shoulder turn.

Third,

weight transfer.

Fourth,

eyes focused on the contact area.

A n d finally,

f o l l o w - t h r o u g h ."
Consequently,

give a similar verbal ex pla nat io n and

dem on st ra ti on co ncerning the five critical com ponents in
h i tt in g a tennis forehand according to the tennis fo rehand
script pr o v i d e d
Next,

(Appendix D ) .

instruct subjects to par ap hra se how the critical

components of the advance organizer
h i t t i n g ) , for example,
forehand.

apply to executing a tennis

Encourage the subjects to par aph ras e the five

sim ilarities at the beginning,
trials,

(e.g. baseball

and following every five

of each acquisition session.

Men tio n the five

components of each p ar t icu lar skill if they ask for help.
The subjects must par aph ra se on their own the five
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similarities between the two par ticular skills.
instance,

the subjects may say,

For

"In both sports my weight

must be tr an sf er r ed forward," or "In bo th tennis and
racquetball

I must keep my eyes on the area where the

racquet meets the ball moment ari ly after contact."

APP EN DIX G: PSC GROUP SCRIPT
"There are five critical components of a tennis
forehand.

Once I have explained and dem on st ra te d the five

components

(see Ap pen di x D ) , you are en co ura ge d to say five

cue words

whic h co rrespond to these critical components.

want

of you to say each cue as you p e r f o r m that

each

I

par ti cul ar component of the tennis forehand."
Instructors,

demonstrate while saying the follo win g

(see App e nd ix D for any additional c l a r i f i c a t i o n ) :
1. The first aspect is the ready position.

Use the

eastern forehand grip and hold the racquet with the
head

facing forward,

with body weight also forward.

Say the cue word "ready" as you execute this step.
2. The second aspect is concerned with the hip &
shoulder turn.

Turn your hips and shoulders

perp en dic ul ar to the net,

and take the racquet back

until the head points to the fence be hi nd you.

Say

the cue "turn" immediately upon seeing the instructor
strike the ball.
3. The third aspect is weight transfer.

Step forward

at a 45 degree angle and transfer your weight toward
the net immediately after the hip and shoulder turn.
Say the cue "step" immediately after saying "turn."
4. The contact area is also important.

Watc h the ball

carefully and track it as far into the contact area as
possible.

Furthermore,

try to keep your eyes on the
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contact area momenta ri ly after contact.
"hit"

Say the word

immediately upon contacting the ball wit h your

racquet

(at waist height and opposite the toes of

their front f o o t ) .
5.

The follow-through is the completion of your swing.

The racquet he ad finishes on the non-dominant arm side
of the body,
"finish"

at least head high.

Say the word

shortly after contact with the ball,

completion of your swing.

wi t h the

A P PE ND IX H: FB GROUP SCRIPT
Inform subjects in this group of the critical
components of a tennis forehand groundstroke according to
the Tennis Script

(see Ap pendix D ) .

Subjects in this group

will receive task information similar to the treatment
groups.

First,

explain and demonstrate the tennis fo rehand

at the be gin ni ng of each acquisition session.

Second,

prov id e one verbal and/or demonstrative feedback statement
to the subjects following every five trials conce rni ng what
components they are executing correctly or incorrectly.
For example,

you as an instructor may say,

"You have

m a st er ed the aspect of watching the ball hit the racquet, "
or "Now you need to transfer your weight forward when
h i t t i n g ."
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AP P E N D I X I : CONTROL GROUP SCRIPT
Inform subjects in this group of the critical
components of a tennis forehand gr oun dstroke a cc or din g to
the tennis for ehand script

(see App e nd ix D ) .

Subjects in

this group are to receive task information similar to the
treatment groups.

For instance,

explain and demonst rat e

the tennis fo rehand at the b eg in nin g of each ac qui sit io n
session,

but do not prov ide them with any au gme nt ed

mo ve men t sequence feedback during their execut io n of the
task

(feedback con cerning the five components of the tennis

fo rehand t a s k ) .
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A P PE ND IX J: FB GROUP SCRIPT,

EXP ERI ME NT 3

A cqu isi ti on Day 1
Step 1
Instruct and demonstrate briefly,

conc ern in g the five

basic aspects of the tennis forehand while students are in
a semi-circle around you.
execution,

The aspects,

in order of

are:

1. The ready position,
forehand grip,

which consists of the eastern

a handshake grip with:

(a) a V formed

from thumb and index finger on the top bevel of the
racquet grip,

(b) a trigger index finger and

(c) the

thumb poi nt ing straight down on the back plate of the
grip.

Additionally,

the feet are shoulder wid th

apart,

with knees slightly bent,

the balls of the feet,

weight

is forw ar d on

and the racquet is he l d in

front of the body.
2. The hip and shoulder turn,

includes tu rn in g the

hips and shoulders perpendi cul ar to the net:

(a) pivot

on and transfer weight to the rear foot while b r in gi n g
the racquet back,

(b) bring the racquet back with a

firm wrist until the head points to the rear fence.
3. The weight transfer,
weight
net

from the rear foot to the foot closest to the

(front foot)

angle,

involves the tra nsfer of

by stepping forward at a 45 degree

after hip and shoulder turn.
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4. Keeping your eyes on the contact area is also
important.

Upon transfer of weight to the front foot,

contact the ball opposite the front foot at ar ound
waist height.

Keep the wrist firm upon contact,

while

watchin g the ball make contact with the racquet.
5. Finally,

the follow-through is the com pletion of

your swing.

Follow in g contact the racquet swing

finishes at least head height on the no n-d om ina nt arm,
side of the body.
Step 2
Prompt students to get into the ready pos it ion while
they are on one court in front of you,
distance apart."

and are "rackets

Ask students if they have any questions

and give help as needed.
Step 3
Inform students that the forehand is to be b ro ke n down
into three parts.

Part one will be covered today,

consist of the execution phase.

First,

and will

have students start

with their shoulders tu rned per pen di cul ar to the net and
their racket heads poi nting to the rear fence.

Second,

have them shift their weight to the foot closest to the
net.

Third,

tell them to swing parallel to the court with

no wrist movement.

Fourth,

tell them to focus on the ball

ma k in g contact opposite the front foot at waist height.
Instruct and demonstrate briefly concerning this parts.
Have students practice this for 5 - 1 0

minutes,

gi ving help
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as needed.

All

feedback from this point on is to be based

on the Feedback Priority List in Table 1.
Step 4
Split students up into groups of 4 per court,
on each side of

the net.

with 2

Two hitters on one side of

net and two "shaggers" on the other side.

the

Instruct and

demons tr ate to them how to drop the ball and hit it into
the court,

just by emphasi zin g this execution phase of the

forehand.

Each student is to hit 10 balls,

sides of the net.

then switch

Practice until 5 minutes are left in

class.
Step 5
Re vie w Step 1.
Ac qui sit io n Day 2
Step 1
R evi ew Step 1 from Day 1.
Step 2
Tell students to get
of you.

"racket distance apart"

Inform them that the forehand was to be br oken

down into three parts.

Part two will be covered today,

will consist of the prepar ati on phase.
students get into the ready position.
turn their hips and shoulders,
back.

in front

First,
Second,

and

have
tell them to

while br ing ing their racket

Third,

instruct them to step t owa rd the net at a 45

degree angle.

Instruct and demonstrate briefly concerning
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this part.

Have students practice this for 5 - 1 0

minutes,

giving help as needed.
Step 3
Re view Step 3 from Day 1.
Step 4
Split students up into groups of 4 per court,
on each side of the net.

wit h 2

Instruct and demons tra te to th em

h ow to drop the ball and hit it into the court,

by

emp has izi ng the p rep ara ti on and execution phases of the
forehand.

Practice until 5 minutes are left in class

similar to Step 4 on Day 1.
Step 5
Revie w Step 1.
Ac qui sit io n Day 3
Step 1
Tell students to get "racket distance apart"
of you.

in front

Review Step 1 from Day 1.

Step 2
Review Step 3 from Day 2. Practice and help for 5
minutes.
Step 3
Re vie w Step 2 from Day 2. Practice and help for 5
minutes.
Step 4
Inform students that the forehand was to be broken
down into three parts.

Part three will be covered today,
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and will consist of the follow-through phase.

Prompt

students to "hold" their positions at the end of the
execution phase.

First,

tell them to continue their swing

after makin g contact with the ball.
swing their rackets forward,
height—

Second,

have them

across their bodies,

at head

on the non-dominant arm side of the body.

Instruct and demonstrate to them how to drop the ball and
hit it into the court,
forehand.

by using all three phases of the

Practice for 10 minutes,

4 per court.

Step 5
Review Step 1 from Day 1.
Step 6
Have them feed the ball from the service line to a
part ne r standing be h i n d the opposing service line.
posit io ns after every 10 shots.

Change

Practice until the end of

class.
A cq ui sit ion Day 4
Step 1
Review Step 1 from Day 1.
Step 2
Review all three phases from Days
students practice this for 5 - 1 0

1 throu gh 3.

minutes,

Have

gi vin g help as

needed.
Step 3
Have students get into groups of 4 per court,

with two

students tossing the ball from the net to their pa rt ner
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standing be hi nd the baseline.
shots.

Practice until 5 - 1 0

Change posit ion s every 15
minutes are left in class.

Step 4
Review Step 1 from Day 1.
Ac qu is i ti on Day 5
Step 1
Re view Step 1 from Day 1.
Step 2
Re view all three phases from Days 1 th ro ugh 3.
students practic e this for 5 - 1 0

minutes,

Have

gi vin g help as

needed.
Step 3
Have students get into groups of 4 per court,

and toss

the ball from the "T" or intersection of the service lines
and center line to their partner standing b e h i n d the center
mark.

Change positions every 15 shots.

APP E ND IX K: PSCF GROUP SCRIPT,

EXP ERI ME NT 3

A cqu isi ti on Day 1
Step 1
"There are five critical components of a tennis
forehand.
components
cue words
want

Once I have explained and de mo ns tr at e d the five
(see App end ix D ) , you are en c ou ra g ed to say five
which correspond to these critical components.

each of you to say each cue as you p e r f o r m that

p a r t i cu la r component of the tennis forehand."
Instructors,

demonstrate to students ar ra n ge d in a

semi-circle around you,

while saying the following

(see

A p pe nd ix D for any additional c l a r i f i c a t i o n ) :
1. The first aspect is the ready position.

Use the

eastern forehand grip and hold the racquet with the
hea d

facing forward,

with body weight also forward.

Say the cue word "ready" as you execute this step.
2. The second aspect is concerned with the hip &
shoulder turn.

Turn your hips and shoulders

p e rp end ic ula r to the net,

and take the racquet back

until the head points to the fence be hi nd you.

Say

the cue "turn" immediately upon seeing the instructor
strike the ball.
3. The th ird aspect is weight transfer.

Step forward

at a 45 degree angle and transfer your weight t owa rd
the net immediately after the hip and shoulder turn.
Say the cue "step" immediately after saying "turn."
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4. The contact area is also important.

W a t c h the ball

carefully and track it as far into the contact area as
possible.

Furthermore,

try to keep your eyes on the

contact area mom en tar ily after contact.
"hit"

Say the word

immediately upon contacting the ball wi t h your

racquet

(at waist height and opposite the toes of

their front f o o t ) .
5. The follow-through is the completion of your swing.
The racquet head finishes on the non-do mi nan t arm side
of the body,
"finish"

at least head high.

Say the wo rd

shortly after contact with the ball,

with the

completion of your swing.
Step 2
Prompt students to get into the ready pos it i on while
they are on one court in front of you,
di stance apart."

and are "rackets

Instruct them to say the cue wo r d "ready"

as they execute this step.

Ask students if they have any

quest ion s and give help as needed.
Step 3
Inform students that the forehand is to be br ok en down
into three parts.

Part one will be covered today,

consist of the execution phase.

First,

and will

have students start

with their shoulders t urn ed perpendi cu lar to the net and
their racket heads poi nt in g to the rear fence.

Second,

have them shift their weight to the foot closest to the
net.

Third,

tell them to swing parallel to the court with
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no wrist movement.

Fourth,

tell them to focus on the ball

making contact opposite the front foot at waist h e i g h t —
saying the cue word "hit."

Instruct and de monstrate

b r ie fl y concerning these parts.
this for 5 - 1 0

minutes,

Have students practic e

giving help as needed.

All

feedback from this point on is to be based on the Feedback
Priority List in Table 1.
Step 4
Split students up into groups of 4 per court,
on each side of the net

with 2

(two hitters and two shaggers) .

Instruct and demonstrate to the m how to drop the ball and
hit it into the court,

by using the cue words and

emp ha siz in g the execution phase of the forehand.
until 5 minutes are left in class,

Practice

with a switch of

positions after every 10 hits.
«

Step 5
Review Step 1.
Acquisi tio n Day 2
Step 1
Review Step 1 from Day 1.
Step 2
Tell students to get "racket distance apart"
of you.

in front

Inform them that the forehand was to be b rok en

down into three parts.

Part two will be cove re d today,

will consist of the preparation phase.
students get into the ready p o s i t i o n —

First,

have

then say the cue

and
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wo r d "ready."
shoulders,

Second,

tell them to turn their hips and

while br inging their racket b a c k —

cue word "turn."

Third,

instruct them to step t ow ar d the

net at a 45 degree an gl e—
"step."
part.

and say the

while saying the cue word

Instruct and demonstrate brie fly c on ce rni ng this
Have students practice this for 5 - 1 0

minutes,

giving help as needed.
Step 3
Review Step 3 from Day 1.
Step 4
Split students up into groups of 4 per court,
on each side of the net

with 2

(two hitters and two s h a g g e r s ) .

Instruct and demonstrate to them how to drop the ball and
hit it into the court by using the cue words,

and

pr e pa rat ion and execution phases of the forehand.
until 5 minutes are left in class,

Practic e

switching positions

after every 10 hits.
Step 5
Review Step 1.
Acgui sit ion Day 3
Step 1
Tell students to get "racket distance apart"
of you.

in front

Review Step 1 from Day 1.

Step 2
Review Step 3 from Day 2. Practice and help for 5
minutes.

Step 3
Review Step 2 from Day 2. Practice and help for 5
minutes.
Step 4
Inform students that the forehand was to be br ok en
down into three parts.

Part three will be c ov ere d today,

and will consist of the follow-through phase.

Prompt

students to "hold" their positions at the end of the
execut io n phase.

First,

tell them to continue their swing

after m ak in g contact with the ball.
swing their rackets forward,
height—

Second,

have the m

across their bodies,

at head

on the non-dominant arm side of the body.

Instruct and demonstrate to them how to drop the ball and
hit it into the court,
forehand.

by using all three phases of the

Instruct them to say the word "finish" shortly

after contact with the ball,
swing.

Practice for 5 - 1 0

with the completion of their
minutes,

4 per court,

with two

hitters and two sha g ge rs — switching positions after every 5
hits.
Step 5
Re vi ew Step 1 from Day 1.
Step 6
Have them feed the ball from the service line to a
pa r tne r standing be hi nd the opposing service line,
the cues as descri be d during Step 5.
after every 10 shots.

using

Change positi ons

Practice until the end of class.
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A cqu isi ti on Day 4
Step 1
R evi ew Step 1 from Day 1.
Step 2
Review all three phases from Days 1 th ro ug h 3.
students pr actice this for 5 - 1 0

minutes,

Have

"rackets

distance apart," giving help as needed.
Step 3
Have students get into groups of 4 per court,

and toss

the ball from the net to a partner standing b eh in d the
baseline,

using the cues as d es cr ibe d in Step 1.

po si tio ns every 15 shots.

Practice until 5 - 1 0

Change
minutes

are left in class.
Step 4
R ev iew Step 1 from Day 1.
Ac q ui sit ion Day 5
Step 1
Review Step 1 from Day 1.
Step 2
Re view all three phases from Days 1 thro ugh 3.
students practic e this for 5 - 1 0

minutes,

Have

"rackets

distan ce apart," giving help as needed.
Step 3
Have students get

into groups of 4 per court,

and toss

the ball from the "T" or intersection of the service lines
and center line to their partner standing b eh in d the center

mark,

usin g the cues as explai ne d in Step 1

po si tio ns every 15 shots.

Change

APP E ND IX L: PSC GROUP SCRIPT,

EXP ERIMENT 3

Ac qu isi ti on Day 1
Step 1
"There are five critical components of a tennis
forehand.

Once I have explai ned and dem on st ra te d the five

components

(see Ap pen di x D ) , you are en co ura ge d to say five

cue words

which cor respond to these critical components.

want

of you to say each cue as you pe rf or m that

each

p a rt icu la r component of the tennis forehand."
Instructors,

demonstrate to students ar ran ge d in a

semi-circle around you,

while saying the following

(see

App e nd ix D for any additional c l a r i f i c a t i o n ) :
1. The first aspect is the ready position.

Use the

eastern forehand grip and hold the racquet with the
head

facing forward,

with body weight also forward.

Say the cue word "ready" as you execute this step.
2. The second aspect is concerned with the hip &
shoulder turn.

Turn your hips and shoulders

pe r pe ndi cu lar to the net,

and take the racquet back

until the head points to the fence b ehi nd you.

Say

the cue "turn" immediately upon seeing the instructor
strike the ball.
3. The third aspect is weight transfer.

Step forward

at a 45 degree angle and transfer your weight toward
the net immediately after the hip and shoulder turn.
Say the cue "step" immediately after saying "turn."
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4. The contact area is also important.

Wa tc h the ball

carefully and track it as far into the contact area as
possible.

Furthermore,

try to keep your eyes on the

contact area momenta ri ly after contact.
"hit"

Say the word

immediately upon contacting the ball wi t h your

racquet

(at waist height and opposite the toes of

their front f o o t ) .
5. The follow-through is the completion of your swing.
The racquet head finishes on the non- dom in ant arm side
of the body,
"finish"

at least head high.

Say the word

shortly after contact with the ball,

wi th the

completion of your swing.
Step 2
Prompt students to get into the ready pos it io n while
they are on one court
distance apart."

in front of you,

and are "rackets

Instruct them to say the cue wor d "ready"

as they execute this step.

Ask students if they have any

questions and give instruction (no feedback) concerning the
cues only.

For example, only remind them to use the cues

or tell them what the cues are between attempts,
fail to say the cues or if they ask for help.
5 - 1 0

(if they

Pr act ice for

minutes.

Step 3
Inform students that the forehand is to be b rok en down
into three parts.

Part one will be covered today,

consist of the execution phase.

First,

and will

have students start
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with their shoulders t ur ned per pe ndi cul ar to the net and
the ir racket heads po in t in g to the rear fence.

Second,

have th em shift their weight to the foot closest to the
net.

Third,

tell them to swing parallel to the court with

no wrist movement.

Fourth,

tell them to focus on the ball

ma k in g contact opposite the front foot at waist h e i g h t —
saying the cue word "hit."

Instruct and demons tra te

b r ie fl y concerning these parts.
this

for 5 - 1 0

the cues,

minutes,

Have students pra ctice

giving only instruction c on ce rni ng

as needed.

Step 4
Split students up into groups of 4 per court,
on each side of the net

with 2

(two hitters and two shaggers

switch ing positions after every 10 h i t s ) .

Instruct and

de mon str at e to them how to drop the ball and hit it into
the court,

by em pha si zin g the cue words and the ex ec uti on

phase of the forehand.
in class.

Again,

Practice until 5 minutes are left

give no feedback,

only instruction

c on ce rni ng the cues as explained above.
Step 5
R ev iew Step 1.
Acquis iti on Day 2
Step 1
Re vi ew Step 1 from Day 1.

Step 2
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Tell students to get "racket distance apart"
of you.

Inform them that the forehand was to be br oke n

down into three parts.

Part two will be cove red today,

will consist of the pre pa ra ti on phase.
students get into the ready p o s i t i o n —
wor d "ready."
shoulders,

Second,

and

have

then say the cue

tell them to turn their hips and

Third,

and say the

instruct them to step t ow ar d the

net at a 45 degree a n g l e —

part.

First,

while br in g in g their racket b a c k —

cue wo rd "turn."

"step."

in front

while saying the cue wo rd

Instruct and demonstrate brief ly c on ce rni ng this
Have students practice this for 5 - 1 0

minutes,

giving instruction only.
Step 3
Review Step 3 from Day 1.
Step 4
Split students up into groups of 4 per court,
on each side of the net

wi th 2

(two hitters and two s h a g g e r s ) .

Instruct and demonstrate to them how to drop the ball and
hit

it into the court by emphas izi ng the cue words,

pr e pa ra ti on and execution phases of the forehand.
until 5 minutes are left in class,
Step 5
Review Step 1.

and
Pr actice

instruction only.
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A cq ui si ti on Day 3
Step 1
Tell students to get "racket di stance apart"
of you.

in front

Review Step 1 from Day 1.

Step 2
Review Step 3 from Day 2. Practice and help for 5
minutes.
Step 3
Review Step 2 from Day 2. Practice and he lp for 5
minutes.
Step 4
Inform students that the forehand was to be b rok en
down into three parts.

Part three will be cove red today,

and will consist of the follow-through phase.

Prompt

students to "hold" their positions at the en d of the
ex ec ut io n phase.

First,

tell them to continue thei r swing

after ma ki ng contact with the ball.
swing their rackets forward,
height—

Second,

have them

across their bodies,

at head

on the no n-d ominant arm side of the body.

Instruct and de monstrate to them how to drop the ball and
hit

it into the court,

forehand.

by using all three phases of the

Instruct t h e m to say the word "finish"

after contact with the ball,
swing.

Practice for 5 - 1 0

cue instruction only.

shortly

with the com pletion of their
minutes,

4 pe r court,

giving
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Step 5
R evi ew Step 1 from Day 1.
Step 6
Have th em feed the ball from the service line to a
p ar tne r standing be hi nd the opposing service line,
the cues as descri be d during Step 5.
after every 10 shots.

using

Change positi on s

Practice until the end of class,

providing cue instruction only.
A cqu isi ti on Day 4
Step 1
R evi ew Step 1 from Day 1.
Step 2
R ev ie w all three phases from Days 1 throu gh 3.
students practice this for 5 - 1 0

minutes,

Have

"rackets

dis tance apart," giving help as needed.
Step 3
Have students get into groups of 4 per court,

and toss

the ball from the net to a partner standing b e h i n d the
baseline,

using the cues as described in Step 1.

positi ons every 15 shots.
are left in class,

Practice until 5 - 1 0

instruction only.

Step 4
Re vie w Step 1 from Day 1.
Acq uis it io n Day 5
Step 1
R ev iew Step 1 from Day 1.

Change
minutes
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Step 2
Re vie w all three phases from Days 1 t hr oug h 3.
students pra ct ice this for 5 - 1 0

minutes,

Have

"rackets

di stance apart," giving cue instruction only as needed.
Step 3
Have students get into groups of 4 per court,

and toss

the ball from the "T" or intersection of the service lines
and center line to their partner standing b e h i n d the center
mark,

using the cues as explained in Step 1.

p os iti on s every 15 shots.

Change

A P P E N D I X M: GROUP MEANS (M) AND STANDARD DE VI ATI ONS
EXPERIMENT 1

(SD),

Outcome Scores
Ac qui sit io n
2

Pre
1

Post
3

Group
PSC
M
SD

24 .09
5 .97

50.18
21.75

45.55
13.47

51.36
15.82

60 .46
16.37

AO
M
SD

25.36
4 .39

42.36
12 .36

45.09
9.57

48 .82
7 .64

51.09
12.61

CS
M
SD

30 .27
9.48

30 .18
7.57

32.82
10.94

34
14 .35

34 .18
10 .78

C
M
SD

25 .25
8.07

28 .46
9.88

29.73
10.52

31.36
11.22

30 .55
8.92

Movement Sequence Scores
Pre

Acquis iti on
2

1

Post
3

Group
PSC
M
SD

5.27
0.91

9.00
0.63

9.00
1.00

8.91
0.89

8.91
0. 94

AO
M
SD

4 .55
0. 93

5.82
1.08

6.27
0.47

7.09
1.04

6.82
0.87

CS
M
SD

4 .91
0.94

6.27
1.10

6.36
1.12

6.46
0.52

6.36
0.81

C
M
SD

4.64
0.92

5.18
1.54

5.55
1.51

6.09
1.04
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5.27
1.01

AP P E N D I X N: GROUP MEANS (M) AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
EXPERIMENT 2

(SD),

Outcome Scores
Pre

Ac quisition
3
4

Post

Ret

5

1

2

23.45
5.15

51. 91
18.15

53.18
20.05

52.09
15.69

58.09
15.34

64.55
16.78

68.45
12.94

70.91
13.38

PSCF
M
23.73
SD
3.90

46.91
15.85

53.18
17.11

54.91
16.07

65. 91
23.47

68.00
16.17

66.82
17.58

70.09
15.92

FB
M
SD

25.55
5.89

29.27
10.17

28 .27
10.25

31.64
8.27

36.09
12.08

38.09
10.66

33.73
6.83

31.45
11.83

C
M
SD

24 .73
4 .61

22.00
6.16

21.36
6.41

24 .27
7.94

23.55
5.82

25.36
8.77

23.64
5.50

24.64
4 .61

Post

Ret

16.55
1. 64

16.36
1.86

Group
PSC
M
SD

Movement Sequence Scores

Pre
1

2

14.91
2 .12

14 . 91
1. 97

Acquisition
3
4

5

Group
PSC
M
SD

6.64
0.81

15.36
1.63

15. 91
1.14

16.46
1.29

PSCF
M
6.91
SD
0.70

13.82
2.23

14 .73
1.62

15.00
1.48

16.09
1.04

16.55
1.70

16.18
1.25

16.00
1.27

FB
M
SD

7.00
0.78

10 .64
1.36

11.73
1. 01

13.09
1. 04

13.36
1.50

13.55
1 .70

13 .64
1.25

13.45
1 .27

C
M
SD

6.55
1. 04

9.27
1. 68

10.18
1.47

10.64
1.21

10 .27
1.35

10.46
1.37

10.09
1.38

9. 64
1.21
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A P P E N D I X 0: GROUP MEANS (M) AND STANDARD D E V I A T I O N S
EXPERIMENT 3

(SD),

Outcome Scores & Movement Sequence Scores
Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Group

Group

22 .08
8.19

37 .54
13.72

FB
M
SD

9.92
2 .23

12 .25
2 .45

PSCF
M
21. 00
SD
6.70

42 .58
18.30

PSCF
M
9.04
SD
2.27

15.29
2.27

PSC
M
SD

41.04
13.28

PSC
M
SD

14.75
2 .45

FB
M
SD

21.79
7.41
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9.25
2.03
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